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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
black. The use of the terms Black or African-American follows the way the US Census
defines these terms. “A person having origins in any of the Black racial groups of
Africa.”1 This term encompasses people from a wide variety of backgrounds.
ethnicity. Belonging to a group that has common national or cultural origins. This
primarily refers to group identity arising from a common history, kinship and language.
multi-cultural. Related to people of different backgrounds, which can include ethnicity,
socio-economic status, education level, national origin, mother-tongue, and theological
tradition. This term refers to spaces where differences are recognized and also unified as
part of a larger whole.
multi-ethnic. Made up of multiple different ethnic groups or people.
multi-racial church. In the United States this term generally is used to refer to a church
made up primarily of White and Black or African-American people.
race. The United States Census Bureau indicates that “The racial categories included in
the census questionnaire generally reflect a social definition of race recognized in this
country and not an attempt to define race biologically, anthropologically, or genetically.”2
As this dissertation draws on Census data, the term is used in this way, as a social
construct and not as a biological or genetic fact.
white. “A person having origins in any of the original peoples of Europe, the Middle
East, or North Africa. It includes people who indicate their race as “White” or report
entries such as Irish, German, Italian, Lebanese, Arab, Moroccan, or Caucasian.”3 This
dissertation also recognizes Dr. Kristin Hamilton’s contribution that “whiteness, as a
construct, is only determinable in contrast to those who are considered non-white”4

1

“About: Race,” United States Census Bureau, accessed March 27, 2020,
https://www.census.gov/topics/population/race/about.html.
2

Ibid.

3

Ibid.

4

Kristin Hamilton, “The Church's Lament: Moving the White Church from Grief of Complicity to
Lament” (DMin diss., George Fox University, 2019), 16,
https://digitalcommons.georgefox.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1360&context=dmin.
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ABSTRACT
The problem that this dissertation seeks to address is that in an increasingly
diverse society, Presbyterian Church (USA) (PCUSA) churches do not reflect the true
racial, ethnic, and cultural diversity of the changing context in which they are located.
This paper explores how PCUSA churches in American suburban areas can better
understand themselves in order to be equipped to engage with an increasingly
multicultural and globalized environment. The future health and witness of PCUSA
churches will be enhanced and deepened through actively learning about cultural
differences and preparing members and leaders to do ministry faithfully into the years
ahead.
Section 1 of the Written Statement will describe the problem and the opportunity.
This will be substantiated through demographic data, storytelling, and scholarly insights.
This section will help the reader appreciate the issues involved from a variety of
academic sources.
Section 2 will explore and analyze a variety of ways that churches have already
thought about or worked on this issue. From ignoring the problem, to letting it dominate
the discussion, churches have struggled with how best to respond to issues of race and
ethnicity throughout the years.
Section 3 will propose that through intentional leadership with a commitment to
change, courageous conversations about race and culture, and engaging community
building practices, PCUSA and other mainline churches could become more culturally
diverse and vibrant.

ix

Section 4 will describe an artifact, a workshop and presentation, which will bring
these ideas and solutions into the hands of local churches and leaders. This section will
show why this workshop material will be so vital for congregations who seek to engage
with the changing world around them.
Section 5 will further explain and demonstrate how the artifact will be used in a
practical way. The desired outcome of this work is that there would be a greater future
flourishing for PCUSA and other mainline churches as they engage with the growing
multicultural context of the United States of America (USA) today.

x
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SECTION 1:
THE MINISTRY NEED/PROBLEM/OPPORTUNITY
Over the past 30 years, the United States has experienced an accelerated cultural
transformation. The population has become increasingly ethnically diverse in a way that
is transforming the face of America. As demographic trends indicate, the United States
will become a “majority minority” nation by, or before, the year 2050.5
At the same time that these developments are taking place in communities around
the country, Christian churches in America, especially among the mainline
denominations, have not engaged with or kept pace with these changes. The term
“mainline” is used here to describe those historical, confessional Protestant
denominations such as the Presbyterian Church (USA) (PCUSA), the Episcopal Church,
the United Church of Christ (UCC), the Evangelical Lutheran Church (ELCA), the
United Methodist Church (UMC), and others like these. While the overall population of
the nation continues to grow, membership in traditional denominational churches have
continually shrunk over the past 50 years.
The problem that this paper is seeking to address is that PCUSA churches
continue to be significantly less ethnically diverse than the communities around them. As
urban and suburban areas become more multicultural year by year, PCUSA churches are
falling further and further behind, and do not reflect the makeup of the communities
where they are located.

5

Joel Kotkin, “The Changing Demographics of America,” Smithsonian Magazine, August
2010, https://www.smithsonianmag.com/travel/the-changing-demographics-of-america-538284/.
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Alex and Irene: A Story
Alex grew up in a Korean-American household as a child of 1st generation
immigrant parents. Although they spoke Korean at home, and attended a local Korean
Presbyterian Church, Alex always spoke English with friends and in school. After
college, Alex attended graduate school, where he met Irene, and two years later, they got
married. Together, they moved to the Bay Area of California to take jobs in the
technology field. Soon after arriving, they decided to try out a local Korean church.
Although Alex and Irene both understood Korean well, the church was more of a
bubble of Korean culture than they were looking for. As they made friends at work and in
their suburban neighborhood, they found themselves with a mix of friends from various
backgrounds. One Sunday morning, Alex and Irene decided to try out the local
Presbyterian church in their neighborhood. They drove by it every day on the way to
work and it seemed to offer a variety of activities within the community.
As they walked into the church on Sunday morning, they were greeted by
enthusiastic ushers who gave them bulletins and showed them where to sit. The pastor
was warm and friendly, and during the greeting time, a number of people came up to
shake their hands. As they looked around the congregation, they were struck by the sense
that this church was overwhelmingly older and white. This ethnic makeup surprised them
because the area where the church was located was full of people who had moved there
from a wide variety of racial/ethnic backgrounds. In recent years, this community had
gained a reputation for its excellent public schools and proximity to jobs, which had led
to a much more diverse population.

3
After the service, during coffee hour, Alex and Irene were introduced to the pastor
who seemed genuinely glad to see them there. While talking with the pastor was easy, the
other church members who came up to chat seemed most interested in finding out where
they were from. One older gentleman told them about serving in Korea in the military.
Another woman shared that she was planning a trip to Asia for the upcoming summer.
As they were driving home, Alex and Irene compared notes on their experience.
They agreed that the Korean church was a “cultural bubble”, but it seemed like this
American church was also a bubble in its own way. While their group of friends from
work and other areas of life were quite diverse, this church appeared to be completely
white, even though the town around it was not. Was this really a church community
where they would fit in and find a home? Was this the place for people like them? They
wondered if they would ever find a place where they could truly belong.
A Demographic Problem
It is taken as an article of faith that the United States of America is a nation of
immigrants. With a sense of self-confidence, the country has an ever-expanding idea of
itself as a great nation that is built on a population that is constantly being renewed and
revitalized throughout its history. This trend toward change has continued into the early
decades of the 21st century as the United States’ demographic makeup shifts rapidly.
According to a recent Pew Research report, “Americans are more racially and
ethnically diverse than in the past, and the U.S. is projected to be even more diverse in
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the coming decades.”6 The US Census revealed that in 2010 the largest group in the
country was reported as “white alone” (223.6 million), which accounted for 72% of all
people living in the United States.7 However, according to Census estimates, by 2017,
people reporting “white alone” was down to just 60.7% of the overall population.8 It is
projected that “the nation will become ‘minority white’” as early as 20459, and thus have
no single racial or ethnic majority group.
Much of this change in the population has been, and is projected to be, driven by
immigration. Nearly 59 million immigrants have arrived in the United States in the past
50 years, mostly from Latin America and Asia. In the coming years, these trends are
expected to continue and deepen, in what William Frey calls the “browning” of
America10 so that Asian and Hispanic people will be the majority of immigration still to
come. The statistics for younger Americans indicate that just three years from now, “most
Americans under 18 will be “minorities” of one kind or another.”11

6
D'Vera Cohn and Andrea Caumont, “10 Demographic Trends That Are Shaping the US and the
World,” Pew Research Center, March 31, 2016, http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2016/03/31/10demographic-trends-that-are-shaping-the-u-s-and-the-world/ (accessed April 23, 2018).
7

“American FactFinder,” United States Census Bureau, accessed December 10,
2018, https://factfinder.census.gov/faces/tableservices/jsf/pages/productview.xhtml?src=CF.
8
“QuickFacts United States,” United States Census Bureau, accessed December 10,
2018, https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/fact/table/US/IPE120217.
9

William H. Frey, “The US Will Become 'Minority White' in 2045, Census Projects,” The
Avenue (blog), Brookings Institute, March 14, 2018, https://www.brookings.edu/blog/theavenue/2018/03/14/the-us-will-become-minority-white-in-2045-census-projects/.
10

William Frey, “The Browning of America,” Milken Institute Review, October 19,
2015, http://www.milkenreview.org/articles/charticle-3.
11

Christopher Caldwell, “Review of Diversity Explosion: How New Racial Demographics Are
Remaking America, by William Frey,” Claremont Review of Books 15, no. 1 (March 9, 2015):
https://www.claremont.org/crb/article/the-browning-of-america/.
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These demographic changes are remaking the nation, but they are also unevenly
distributed throughout the country. Urban areas have long been the focus and central
location for large groups of the non-white population. However, in recent years, suburban
areas that surround these urban centers have become increasingly racially and ethnically
diverse. This is the backdrop for the dramatic cultural change happening across the
United States, especially in large metropolitan areas and their surrounding suburbs. This
new landscape in which many American churches are situated is a more multi-cultural
context for ministry than any time in the past.
Given all of the shifts and new realities that have been outlined, it is important to
understand clearly the situation that mainline denominational churches are facing in at the
present time. Having lost cultural hegemony, and the important position that they
previously held, where do predominantly white, mainline churches sit within this
changing context? George Yancey writes,
as America becomes more multiracial, Christian churches may soon find
themselves in integrated neighborhoods…middle-class racial minorities tend to
integrate in middle-class white neighborhoods. Since this is true, the challenge for
predominantly white churches will be how to make these minorities feel
comfortable within their churches.12
Some churches have fared fairly well. One report shows that “the Catholic Church
is experiencing an ethnic transformation. Twenty-five years ago, nearly nine in ten (87%)
Catholics were white, non-Hispanic, compared to 55% today. Fewer than four in ten
(36%) Catholics under the age of 30 are white, non-Hispanic; 52% are Hispanic.”13 The
12

George Yancey, One Body, One Spirit: Principles of Successful Multiracial Churches (Downers
Grove: InterVarsity Press, 2003), 133-34.
13

Daniel Cox, PhD and Robert P. Jones, PhD, “America's Changing Religious Identity,” Public
Religion Research Institute (PRRI), September 6, 2017, https://www.prri.org/research/american-religiouslandscape-christian-religiously-unaffiliated/.

6
Roman Catholic Church in the United States is quickly moving toward being a majorityminority church, which reflects the community in which it ministers.
The picture for many Protestant churches is not as rosy. With the overall
immigration flow to the United States coming from the Global South (Asia, Latin
America and Africa), and especially with the net increase among Asian immigrants, the
expectation could be that mainline denominational churches would gain a proportionate
number of members from among these newly arrived groups. As the population grows,
and as it diversifies, it would be reasonable to assume that those largely white
denominations would take in a proportion of those new, more ethnically diverse
members.
But that is not the case. What the data shows is that mainline denominations have
remained overwhelming white, even as their surrounding communities have changed.
According to a recent report by the Pew Forum,14 the Presbyterian Church (USA) is 88%
white (though PCUSA’s own reporting puts the figure at over 90%.15 The United Church
of Christ (UCC) is 89% white, the Episcopal Church is 90% white, the United Methodist
Church is 94% white, and the Lutheran Church (ELCA) is 96% white. Set against the
backdrop of increasing diversity across the United States, these statistics are startling.
Interestingly, what Michael O. Emerson observed over a decade ago remains true today,

14

“Racial and ethnic composition among Mainline Protestants by religious denomination,” Pew
Research Center, 2014, http://www.pewforum.org/religious-landscape-study/compare/racial-and-ethniccomposition/by/religious-denomination/among/religious-tradition/mainline-protestant/.
15

Jerry Van Marter, “PC(USA) Membership Decline Continues but Slows,” The Presbyterian
Outlook, May 24, 2017, http://pres-outlook.org/2017/05/pcusa-membership-decline-continues-slows/.
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“the vast majority of congregations are substantially less racially diverse than the
neighborhoods in which they reside.”16
A Problem for Presbyterians
From the standpoint of church health and vitality, it is fair to say that this
represents a major crisis point for the PCUSA and its congregations. At present,
according to data as of 2017, the PCUSA remains 93% white among its active
membership nationwide.17 As communities nationwide are changing around them, this
puts PCUSA churches on a path to even deeper decline than has been experienced thus
far. Without effective outreach to new communities, churches will attempt to attract and
retain members only from an ever-shrinking portion of the population. At the same time,
the admonition from Jesus that “the harvest is plentiful, but the workers are few” means
that opportunities to share the Good News are being missed by many churches.18
As a way of making this general assessment more particular, it is instructive to
focus more closely on one county, one town, and one church. Santa Clara County is
located in the Bay Area of California and it includes the city of San Jose, which is largely
suburban and increasingly diverse. This is the county that encompasses much of Silicon
Valley, which is a draw for workers from around the world.

16

Michael O. Emerson, People of the Dream: Multiracial Congregations in the United
States (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2006), 44.
17
“Five Years at a Glance,” PCUSA Church Trends, accessed December 10, 2018, https://churchtrends.pcusa.org/overall/pcusa/leadership/5/?data_type=racial_ethnic.
18

Luke 10:2 (New International Version).
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Statistics show that Santa Clara County has a white population that is estimated to
be 31%, with the other two major groups being Asian and Hispanic.19 There are nineteen
PCUSA congregations located within Santa Clara County and they are listed in the table
below.
TABLE 1: PCUSA CHURCHES IN SANTA CLARA COUNTY
Church
Dae Song Korean
Taiwanese
American Pres
Cornerstone of SV
Evergreen
First Pres, Santa
Clara
Covenant Pres, Palo
Alto
First Pres, San Jose
Mountain View
Santa Teresa Hills,
SJ
Foothill Pres
Sunnyvale Pres
Westminster, San
Jose
Westhope Pres
Gilroy Pres
Presbyterian
Church, Los Gatos
First Pres, Palo
Alto
Trinity, San Jose
Stone, San Jose
San Martin

Year/Membership
2017/86
2017/93

% White
0%
1%

% Non-white
100%
99%

2017/58
2017/17
2017/116

6%
59%
64%

94%
41%
36%

2017/173

66.5%

33.5%

2017/21
2017/81
2017/107

67%
74%
75%

33%
26%
25%

2017/167
2017/917
2017/128

79.5%
84.5%
82%

20.5%
15.5%
18%

2017/56
2017/232
2017/562

82%
87%
90.5%

18%
13%
9.5%

2017/229

91%

9%

2017/130
2016/350
2017/30

97%
97%
100%

3%
3%
0%

Source: “Find a Congregation,” www.pcusa.org, accessed December 5,
2019, https://www.pcusa.org/search/congregations/?criteria=Santa+Clara+county+ca&di
stance=15&by_location=Search&congregation=&presbytery=.

19

“Quick Facts Santa Clara County,” United States Census Bureau, accessed December 10,
2018, https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/santaclaracountycalifornia.

9
What stands out about the congregations in this chart is that their racial/ethnic
makeup does not seem to resemble the county-wide population at all. In fact, according to
the data provided, the majority of PCUSA congregations in Santa Clara county
(excluding the 3 ethnically based Asian congregations), are on average 81% white. This
means that PCUSA churches in this highly diverse area are almost twice as white as the
surrounding population.
This is a problem that is worth addressing because as the overall population
changes, churches that do not change with the demographic growth are in danger of
decline and closure. It is an issue because the witness of the Gospel message is given for
“all nations” (Matthew 28:19), and this lack of ethnic diversity within churches
demonstrates a lack of effective outreach to all people. It is also problematic because
these demographic changes are concurrently happening in more and more areas of the
country and churches are wondering how to respond.
It has been argued that while the overall County may be increasingly diverse,
certain towns and communities within it are not. One such town is Los Gatos, California
where the Presbyterian Church of Los Gatos (PCLG) is located. Indeed, according to the
2010 Census, the Town of Los Gatos was about 82% White. But according to a Census
estimate, by 2017, it had already shifted to be 72.5% White.2021
While this is a much less ethnically diverse community than the larger County,
these changes still track with the overall trend. The clear problem is that in 2017, PCLG

20
“Town of Los Gatos,” Bay Area Census, accessed December 10,
2018, http://www.bayareacensus.ca.gov/cities/LosGatos.htm.
21

“QuickFacts Los Gatos,” United States Census, accessed December 10,
2018, https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/losgatostowncalifornia.
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continued to have a membership that was still overwhelmingly White (90.5%). To see
just how disproportionately White PCLG is compared to the community around it,
consider the demographics of the local public schools. These schools, by definition, are
made up of local residents, and because of the age of the students, the enrollment gives
some indication of who is moving into the area and what the future will look like.
According to the School Accountability Report Card (SARC), Blossom Hill
Elementary School, which is located across the street from PCLG, the students are 63%
white and about 25% Asian.22 At Van Meter Elementary School, which is just 2 blocks
away from the church, the numbers are essentially the same.23 This demographic data
about students is helpful to see because it shows clearly the makeup of the families and
students who are moving into Los Gatos. For PCLG, the challenge will be how to
effectively reach out to and incorporate more racially and ethnically diverse people into
the ministry of the church.
There is a huge potential ministry opportunity for a church like PCLG, or any
congregation located in communities with similar changes around the county and the
country. The demographic shifts in the United States are not simply limited to urban
areas or big cities, but are demonstrably moving out to the suburbs.
A Biblical/Theological Problem
Along with being a demographic and church health issue, the lack of diversity in PCUSA
churches is also a biblical and theological problem. In the Bible and the Reformed
22
“School Accountability Report Card (Sarc),” Los Gatos Union School District, accessed
December 6, 2018,
https://lgusd.edlioschool.com/apps/pages/index.jsp?uREC_ID=221160&type=d&pREC_ID=485619.
23

Ibid.
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theological tradition, examples abound about the way that God’s desire is to be for “all
people”. The church has a calling to draw people together from every nation and
background. Diana Butler Bass writes,
Jesus’ earliest followers gathered into culturally diverse congregations where
Jews, Gentiles, Samaritans, and Africans worshiped and served God together.
Besides being racially and ethnically diverse, early Christians held a variety of
theological views and created varied spiritual practices that shaped the new
religion. Christianity thrived in the multicultural cities of the Roman Empire, and
the faith reflected this environment.24
Indeed, the church has the opportunity to reflect the context where it is located.
While the cities of the ancient Roman Empire were the real melting pot of that era,
regular suburban towns around the United States are now also a place where people come
to live and work from around the world. While suburbs have long had a reputation as a
place of uniformity or stasis, they are actively being transformed into places of a richer
diversity.
Churches in suburban settings that want to live out the high calling of the Great
Commission will find this calling can happen closer to home than they realized. Matthew
Deames writes,
For Christians, the early church’s practice of multicultural diversity was
motivated by their love for God and the example set by Jesus. Since God is
Creator of all, God’s love rests upon all. Through his life, death and resurrection,
Jesus offered the model by which barriers could be breached and all creation
reconciled to God (Col. 1:19-21)… It is also in these congregations and faith
communities, where people unite to worship the Creator who has redeemed all of
creation, where people “from every nation, from all tribes and peoples and
languages” (Rev. 7:9) find unity in diversity, on earth and in heaven.25

24
Diana Butler Bass, Christianity for the Rest of Us: How the Neighborhood Church Is
Transforming the Faith (New York: HarperOne, 2006), 149.
25

Matthew D. Deames, “Inviting and encouraging racial, cultural, ethnic, and generational
diversity within ecclesial community” (DMin diss., George Fox University, 2012), 56,
https://digitalcommons.georgefox.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1024&context=dmin.
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From the story of the biblical patriarch Abraham we hear repeatedly about God’s
intention to reach and bless “all nations” and “all peoples” of the earth (Genesis 12:3;
18:18; 22:18; 26:4; 28:14). Through the Psalms and the Prophet Isaiah, this theme of
God’s care for “all nations” and peoples continues (Psalm 67:7; 72:17; 86:9; 117:1, Isaiah
25:6; 56:7; 66:18).
The Prophet Jeremiah writes, “But seek the welfare of the city where I have sent
you into exile, and pray to the Lord on its behalf, for in its welfare you will find your
welfare.”26 This is an indication of the kind of stance that the church is called to have
when facing a situation of being planted in a cultural context that is different or changing.
Walter Brueggemann writes, “The horizon of ‘the gospel’ in the Old Testament is not
confined to Israel, but looks well beyond Israel to the larger horizon of Yahweh’s rule.”27
This expansive notion of how God’s people are to act among neighbors who may be
different is echoed by Anglican scholar N.T. Wright. He writes, “we’re called here and
now to be instruments of God’s new creation which has already been launched in Jesus
and of which Jesus’ followers are supposed to be… its agents.”28
To seek the welfare of the city, according to these scholars, means actively
engaging with it out of a firm faith that God is at work in every scenario of life. Gerhard
von Rad writes that living in exile in Babylon changed the perspective of God’s people
toward their surrounding community. “She is no longer the enemy. She carries the people

26

Jer. 29:7 (New Revised Standard Version).

27
Walter Brueggemann, Cadences of Home: Preaching Among Exiles (Louisville, KY:
Westminster John Knox Press, 1997), 83.
28

N.T. Wright, Simply Christian: Why Christianity Makes Sense (New York: HarperCollins,
2006), 225.
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of God upon her bosom, and therefore it was fitting for prayer to be made for her. Times
had changed. Prayer for Babylon is now a prayer for the people of God.”29
In the Gospels, we hear Jesus teaching about having “other flocks” of sheep and
how all of the sheep will be brought into one flock and will have one shepherd.30 In his
ministry, Jesus repeatedly breaks cultural barriers as a means of connecting people into a
relationship with God.31 The Book of Acts makes clear that the early church moved only
reluctantly outside of Jerusalem before starting to reach out to people from all sorts of
racial/ethnic backgrounds.32
Saint Paul takes his calling to reach beyond the Jewish people seriously and
models this kind of outreach in the early mixed churches of Jews and Gentiles that he
leads. He goes so far as to say, “there is neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither slave nor
free, there is no male and female, for you all are one in Christ Jesus.”33 It is this
transforming power of the Gospel that animates Paul’s mission, and the development of
the early church.
The Bible ends in the Book of Revelation with a picture of heavenly worship,
where there is, “a great multitude that no one could count, from every nation, tribe,
people and language, standing before the throne and in front of the Lamb. They were
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wearing white robes and were holding palm branches in their hands.”34 This picture from
the Book of Revelation reveals the end to which God seeks to use the church. If the
“chief end of man” has to do with glorifying God and enjoying God forever as the
Westminster Catechism teaches, then the chief desire and telos of the church includes
extending the goodness and grace of God those around her.
The Opportunity Within the Problem
The purpose of this dissertation is not to present a hopeless or desperate view of
life for the church. Instead, it is to clearly demonstrate ways that demographic changes in
the United States may pose a challenge to PCUSA congregations, and to develop ways
for local churches to more actively engage with their surrounding communities. The
problem is partially demographic, in that, the future of these communities is expected to
be more and more diverse, and so a church that does not reach diverse people runs the
risk of becoming irrelevant and dying. But the problem is also one of public witness. One
of the core teachings of Jesus for those who follow in his way comes from where he
teaches about the greatest commandment. He says, “Love the Lord your God with all
your heart and with all your soul and with all your mind and with all your strength.’ The
second is this: ‘Love your neighbor as yourself.’ There is no commandment greater than
these.”35
The opportunity that is presented to PCUSA churches amidst the changing
landscape for ministry, is to truly live out Jesus’ great commandment for a new era,
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especially when it comes to loving neighbors from different racial/ethnic backgrounds.
Part of the impetus may be simply a survival instinct, based on the demographic trends.
Part of the motivation may be a chance to live out the best of the biblical and theological
tradition of the PCUSA. And perhaps the most important part of the impulse will be the
public witness and testimony of the church.
The PCUSA Book of Order says it this way, “The great ends of the Church are: –
the proclamation of the gospel for the salvation of humankind; – the shelter, nurture, and
spiritual fellowship of the children of God; – the maintenance of divine worship; – the
preservation of the truth; – the promotion of social righteousness; and – the exhibition of
the Kingdom of Heaven to the world.”36 It is this exhibition of the Kingdom of Heaven to
the world that is at work when the church seeks to love neighbors, to reach out across
dividing lines, and to display the essential one-ness and unity that God desires. That is
what this chapter has argued and laid out. In the next chapter, we will explore possible
solutions to respond to this need.
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SECTION 2:
COMMON PROPOSED SOLUTIONS
Since many predominantly homogenous PCUSA congregations are located in
ethnically diverse contexts, this chapter will explore selective ways in which some
congregations have responded to their surrounding diversity. As demographic
information, school enrollment, home buying, and the simple eye-ball test around the
neighborhood reveals, things are changing in communities across the United States. The
challenge for Presbyterian churches is to find ways to faithfully engage.
Surveying the landscape and literature, there are a number of common responses
and models that have been attempted in various ways and places. Each of these
approaches offer insights into the possibilities for creative response by PCUSA
congregations. While none of them will be completely satisfying, it is instructive to
explore potential opportunities and to weigh the challenges and benefits involved.
Ignorance is Bliss
In all honesty, the most common way that PCUSA congregations deal with
questions of race or diversity in the church is with a hands-off, passive approach.
Churches, like many organizations, intrinsically desire to avoid hard conversations,
potential conflict and uncomfortable changes. The past six decades bear witness to the
ongoing numerical decline of the PCUSA (along with many other mainline
denominations in the United States), and these decades have been spent largely not
engaging with the realities of a changing culture, but instead by retreating to comfort,
self-care, and inwardly focused theological wrangling.

17
One of the biggest barriers to a fulsome, engaged response by the church to a
more diverse society is simply the difficulty of talking about race in general. This is often
expressed as a sense of colorblindness, where white people, in particular, go to great
lengths to prove that they do not judge others, or even see others with a racial lens.
George Yancey writes,
Because colorblindness discounts the importance of race, it allows people… to
remain confused about why racial minorities are not eager to join predominantly
white churches. Many white Americans believe that because we have relative
political and legal racial equality, there is no reason for racial minorities to feel
alienated. They contend that focusing on historical racism is counterproductive to
positive race relations.37
Many PCUSA churches hold to the value of hospitality and inclusion for all. This shared
value implies that there is no difference among how different groups of people are
welcomed. This could be called the ignorance is bliss approach and it is deeply rooted in
history.
On May 17, 1954, through the unanimous decision in Brown v. Board of
Education by the Supreme Court of the United States, the separate, but equal policy for
segregating public schools was deemed unconstitutional. The first denominational body
to hold its national gathering following that decision was the Presbyterian Church in the
United States (PCUS), which was the old, Southern branch of the Presbyterian Church.
This was the branch that emerged from a split with the northern church in 1861 over the
issue of slavery. In 1954, meeting soon after the Brown ruling, the 94th General Assembly
of the PCUS caused a major disruption within the denomination when it issued a
statement condemning legal segregation and stating that, “the sessions of local churches
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admit persons to membership and fellowship in the local church on the Scriptural basis of
faith in the Lord Jesus Christ without reference to race…”38
This ecclesial artifact from the early days of the Civil Rights movement hints at
the way white Americans in general, including Presbyterians, tend to think about race
relations. First, there is an acknowledgement of the historical wrongs of slavery and Jim
Crow laws, which led to the Civil Rights era. Second, the struggles and advances of that
era are celebrated and admired. Third, the outcome of that time period is seen as a more
just, fair and color-blind society. The reference at the end of the General Assembly
statement highlights a common view, that people should be accepted, welcomed, and
included “without reference to race.”
The intent of this statement is unambiguously positive: to direct local churches
not to actively discriminate against minority groups in the church. However, there is a
perverse way in which this desire to not make reference to race, that actually leads the
church away from any meaningful discussion of race, ethnicity or culture. The sense is
that, while racism was a historic problem, it was also based in certain regions of the
country and in a certain era, so that in today’s church, this is no longer a pressing topic.
In 1999, the 211th General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church (USA) approved a
document called Facing Racism: A Vision of the Beloved Community. This was an
official policy statement by the denomination about the sin of racism, and the history of
racial division within the church. This declaration attempted to set out in very clear terms
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the stance of the PCUSA when it comes to approaching issues of race and reconciliation.
A portion of the statement reads,
The PC (U.S.A.) covenants to embrace racial and cultural diversity as God-given
assets of the human family…The PC(USA) affirms that racism violates God’s
purpose for humanity and is contrary to the gospel of Jesus Christ. Therefore, the
PC(USA) recognizes that racism is a sin. The PC(USA) is committed to
spiritually confronting the idolatry and ideology of White supremacy and White
privilege. The PC(USA) confesses its complicity in the creation and maintenance
of racist structures and systems in all parts of our nation’s life, including the
church itself.39
In this document, the PCUSA is not only describing the sin of racism, it is also
advocating for a positive vision of embracing racial and cultural diversity as God-given
assets. This is part of a long-term conversation that has been happening among
Presbyterians and it is a familiar part of the national dialogue. At consecutive General
Assemblies, as well as in regular Presbytery meetings and in many local congregations,
this idea that the denomination must embrace cultural diversity and be committed to
making a change, is broadly understood. These are the ecclesiastical waters that
Presbyterians have been swimming in for some time.
Even the precursor denomination to the PCUSA, which was called the United
Presbyterian Church in the United States of America (UPCUSA), back 1981, had this
language in the minutes of its national meeting. It said,
In many ways the church’s failures have been due to a lack of understanding, or
perhaps naivete, as to the nature and depth of racism. Whereas it was once
assumed that racial justice was merely a function of overcoming individual
attitudes and bigotry, it is now clear that racism also exists in complex and subtle
institutional ways. Despite the well-intentioned and nonracist attitudes of
individuals, our religious and social institutions, structures, and systems can and
do perpetuate racial injustice.40
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Presbyterian clergy and leaders are aware of these denominational stances and
statements, but are also alert to the ways that communities are changing and that the
PCUSA does not really reflect the racial diversity of the surrounding culture. When
surveyed at the NEXT Church Conference in Seattle, Washington, in March of 2019, the
majority of pastors reported that the demographic makeup of their towns, cities and
communities were shifting. Many of the urban pastors surveyed reported the changes
they had seen were related to the community becoming more gentrified, with many
younger, Asian tech workers moving in. Among the suburban pastors, the changes were
especially seen among Asian, Latino, and other newer immigrant groups. When asked to
respond in confidential interviews and describe the changes they were seeing, (the names
of interviewees are withheld by mutual agreement), pastors described community
changes as, “becoming more diverse”, “rapidly becoming less white”, and “we need to do
work in this area!”41
While the pastors who were surveyed appear well informed about the issue, they
also reported that their church congregations have generally done very little in response.
Given the history of race in America, it seems that American Christians are largely
content with the status quo. In fact, according to a recent report by Life Way Research,
“two-thirds of American churchgoers (67 percent) say their church has done enough to
become racially diverse… Less than half think their church should become more
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diverse.”42 Perhaps ignoring the issue feels blissful, but it is not a constructive approach
to addressing the changing context for ministry where many churches are located.
The Book Club Approach
In the PCUSA General Assembly document Facing Racism: A Vision of the
Beloved Community from 1999, there is a strong statement about how the Presbyterian
Church must think about issues of race in light of a deep faith in God. It says,
Reliance upon God is key to recovery from an addiction to power and privilege.
This is why prayer and worship are central to the task of overcoming racism.
Hence, Christians must understand both the challenge and the opportunity this
presents. The church is the central venue where issues of race can be addressed in
ways that lead to healing and reconciliation rather than polarization.43
Presbyterian Christians in particular have a strong notion of relying on the grace of God
that is built into the theological fabric of the church. This means that Presbyterians have a
high view of what God can do or achieve, and a more skeptical outlook about the good
that humans might accomplish on their own. Although this can lead to the charge that
Presbyterians are the frozen chosen, it also means that there are resources within the faith
tradition that Presbyterians can rely on.
During the Reformation, John Calvin made literacy and education a central part of
his church experiment in Geneva, Switzerland. Not only was Calvin himself a scholar,
but he believed that the ability to read would give everybody a chance to read the Bible
for themselves. This was part of the priesthood of all believers, where God could work
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through lay and clergy alike. As a result of this legacy, Presbyterians through the
centuries have focused on education in both clergy and laypeople. According to the Pew
Research Center, Presbyterians have the second highest rate of college degrees of any
Christian group in the United States (after Anglican/Episcopalian).44
This background helps to make sense of a primary way that Presbyterians tend to
approach issues of race and the church. What Presbyterians do best is study, discuss and
learn more. This might be referred to as the book club approach to dealing with topics
around race in the church. During a survey of PCUSA pastors at the NEXT Church
conference, the vast majority reported a variety of ways that their local churches had
already started to talk or learn together and the primary way was through “book studies.”
Various churches also held “Adult education events,” “table talks,” “workshops,”
“summer conversation series,” “community conversations,” “panel discussions,” and
more. The overarching theme of what Presbyterian churches know how to do on this
topic, is around education, reading and conversation. There is a strong sentiment that
people are open to learning, to listening, and to finding gentle ways to talk about a hard
topic.
The challenge with the so-called book club approach, is that these educational
experiences can be isolated from the rest of the life of the church. In an opt-in format,
only the few who are interested in this subject will attend, and even then, the topic can be
seen as a one-time event or an easy way to check off a box.
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To put it another way, while primarily education-oriented events can be
informational, even leading to open and honest sharing, they are rarely transformational.
Used by themselves, or as the primary way a congregation has conversations about
culture or ethnicity, book clubs and similar settings will not lead to meaningful change.
While most people will completely ignore the issue, those who attend adult education
classes, lecture series, panel discussions, book studies and other similar events, will have
taken an important, but ultimately incomplete step.
The Nesting Model
Another common model that PCUSA churches have employed to engage with a
more diverse population of people is what Jeannie Mok calls “the Multi-Independent
Congregation Model”.45 This is what is more commonly known as the “nesting” model,
where there is ministry “to several different ethnic groups”46 in the same building or
space. The multicultural aspect of this model is that various cultural or language groups
are operating in the same place, but usually in very different ways. Mok writes that this
model is characterized by the following:
-

The Church uses one facility for several language groups

-

Each congregation tends to be homogeneous

-

Each congregation has its leadership and constitution, as well as its own
financial administrative structure
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-

The English-speaking church normally owns the building

-

The relationship between the English-speaking congregation and other
congregations tends toward a landlord-tenant relationship

-

The various congregations tend to live alongside each other rather than
interact with each other on a regular basis

-

There is generally little sharing in ministry projects47

While an existing PCUSA congregation might enjoy the idea of having the other
congregations around, whether they are Latino, Asian, or some other new-immigrant
based group, this model does not ask very much of the “host” church beyond a rental
agreement. Even with the best intentions for collaboration, it does not lead to the kind of
cross-cultural mixing, relationships, and shared-power that are part of the deeper work of
pulling people together across lines that divide. One pastor of a predominantly white
PCUSA congregation that hosted a nesting Taiwanese congregation confesses, “we were
happiest when the nesting congregation stayed out of our way… [we thought of them] as
little more than ‘renters’ and often as a nuisance.”48
One problem that arises with this model is that the host church (often white
American) is the dominant one and has all of the power. The “guest church” (often a
minority ethnic group) will inevitably be in a secondary role. It puts the renting or nesting
church congregation on shaky ground, especially when it comes to financial matters, such
as setting or raising the rent, facilities use, such as who has priority to utilize the kitchen
or sanctuary, and more. Douglas J. Brouwer defines a church that is becoming
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multicultural as, “one where there is an intentional engagement of cultures, not just a mix
of races and nationalities.”49 Ultimately, the nesting model leaves a church nearly as
isolated as before.
The Sister Church Model
Another way that many PCUSA churches have an experience of getting to know
or being in relationship with non-white Christians is through developing a “sister church”
partnership with an ethnic minority congregation in another community. Often this will
lead to shared programs, such as church suppers, joint worship services, book clubs or
pulpit exchanges. Laurene Beth Bowers writes, “My concern [with this model] is that this
will allow each church to continue to function as a segregated church and not pursue the
next step.”50 Indeed, developing a sister church relationship between a historically white
congregation and a church with a different racial/ethnic make-up can be a step in the right
direction, but ultimately, the church will remain separate and life-changing encounters
will be missed.
There is a long practice of predominantly white PCUSA congregations
establishing sister church partnerships with churches of different racial/ethnic makeup.
Sometimes these are churches that are geographically close, even within the same city or
area, and sometimes they are quite distant, as with an international partner church. They
can be set up within the same denomination, or as an ecumenical venture. What this
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indicates is that while a sister church partnership may allow for a limited connection with
people of a different background, it rarely leads to a church being transformed or
significantly shaped through the encounter. White PCUSA churches with ethnic minority
partners have taken a small step, but not one that will move them forward very far.
The Integration (or Merging) Model
One radical means of achieving a more diverse congregational mix is through a
merger between two existing congregations, one that is predominantly white, and the
other that is made up of a minority ethnic cultural group. Michael O. Emerson suggests
that one of the primary reasons that a church might seek to take a step like this one is
from a “process of resource calculation.”51 This is another way of saying that when a
church experiences a significant decline numerically or financially, it might have kind of
survival instinct which would lead it to merge with a racial/ethnic congregation as a
means of attempting to re-vitalize itself. As one pastor in the NEXT Church survey
reflected, “we’re just trying to survive.”
There are significant concerns and issues related to this course of action. Even
when two largely white churches attempt to merge, a clash of church cultures can happen.
To an even greater degree when one of the partners in a church merger is predominantly
made up of a minority ethnic group, there is even greater potential for problems. One
PCUSA resource for multicultural ministry states that the addiction to privilege and
power, “is more of a barrier to building a racially diverse community than are racial and
cultural differences.”52 Put another way, people in the pews may not be as ready or open
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as they believe themselves to be to truly share power and engage in church life with those
of different racial/ethnic backgrounds.
One key concern with this approach is that many of the same power-dynamics
between the groups coming together will continue to play out. There are questions of who
owns or controls the building and its use. There are issues around finances and how best
to use resources. Simply putting diverse groups together under the same roof is not a
recipe for a healthy ministry. Indeed, even the fact that some congregations find
themselves in a position to consider such a move, highlights what an outlier this is. While
it may be a path for some churches, it is unlikely that the vast majority of white
Presbyterian churches would feel that anything so drastic is necessary or desirable.
Starting Over
One of the most attractive options for the problem of a largely white church in a
society that is quickly becoming more diverse is to simply start over. Given all of the
shortcomings and challenges that congregations face when it comes to engaging with a
more diverse setting, there is an impulse to forge something new, rather than staying
stuck within the prevailing paradigms. These are the bold church planters and visionaries
who are so committed to the dream of a more multi-ethnic church community that they
do not settle for existing norms, but seek to start something new. Stetzer describes this
model as “new churches beginning—intentionally—as multicultural congregations.
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Maybe most new churches, especially those in cities and urban areas, will now begin this
way.”53
Church researcher Ed Stetzer reports that “a trend in church planting today is
putting a high emphasis on developing a multicultural model. There is something rightly
gained when people see and experience a multicultural church. Even unchurched people
say, "There's something better than a monocultural experience."54
Michael O. Emerson writes, “the common assumption is that multiracial
congregations are rare… I estimate that 7 percent of American congregations are
multiracial.”55 Emerson refers to these Churches and leaders that intentionally seek to
grow cross-cultural or multicultural churches as “People of the Dream”.56 While
established congregations can feel settled, the idea of “starting over” or “starting fresh”
with a shared multicultural dream may be appealing.
In the United States, this word “dream” may have numerous implicit levels of
meaning to those who hear it. One is simply the American Dream, which has to do with
moving forward and climbing the socio-economic ladder in life. The American Dream is
one that sees the possibility to “go as far as your God-given ability will take you”57, as
President Bill Clinton once put it.
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At the same time, embedded within the American dream is Martin Luther King,
Jr’s dream for the Beloved Community. This is the dream for genuine relationships and
life together which accounts for, and overcomes barriers of race and ethnicity. In a sense,
starting a new church community based on the goal of building the kind of beloved
community that Martin Luther King Jr. had in mind is a kind of ideal. But as Emerson
points out, this dream is difficult to achieve and can easily turn into more of a nightmare.
He writes, “Malcolm X strongly communicated the negative side of dreams: ‘What is
looked at as an American dream for white people has long been an American nightmare
for black people.’”58 This nightmare would be a continued situation where white
Christians would continue to hold power, would craft a new church for their own
purposes, and would celebrate a dream, which would not be equally shared.
This idealized version of a multicultural church that has a shared dream from its
very inception can be tantalizing. But the scope of this paper is to explore solutions to the
problem that can be implemented for existing Presbyterian Churches. Some will be called
into the exciting world of church planting, but what about the rest of us? What are the
possibilities for honest, faithful response to the daunting challenges of ministry in a more
globalized and multicultural world that has come to be part of cities, towns and
communities across the United States? These are the questions that the next section will
explore.
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SECTION 3:
THESIS
In her book Waking Up White, Debby Irving writes, “In the state that is
somewhere between fear and indifference lies an opportunity to awaken to the intuitive
voice that says, ‘Something’s not right.’ ‘What is going on here?’ ‘I wish I could make a
difference.’”59 But what can be done?
Having explored and analyzed some of the problems and possibilities that are
being presented to PCUSA congregations in the midst of increasingly diverse ministry
contexts, the next section will argue for a more comprehensive and consistent response.
Organizational leadership researcher David Livermore writes that, “Leadership today is a
multicultural challenge. Few of us need to be convinced of that.”60 If he is correct, what
are the possibilities, solutions and practices that Presbyterian pastors, leaders, and
churches can take on to respond?
Addressing this challenge will take more consistent leadership, and a more
integrative approach than has been previously attempted by many churches. The journey
toward greater flourishing as a congregation, a powerful witness to the community, and
an enhanced diversity in life together as a church begins by considering the vision and
purpose behind this work.
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Values and Vision
In asking about the vision and purpose behind largely white Presbyterian churches
seeking to reach out to an increasingly diverse neighborhood, the answer might seem
simple. After all, most church seeks to live out the Great Commandment to love God and
love neighbor, so what would keep a church away from implementing a way to do that
with neighbors of different cultural backgrounds? In the Gospel of Luke, Jesus was
famously asked “and who is my neighbor?”61 In response, Jesus told the story of the
Good Samaritan, in which he built upon some of the values that were already present in
the Old Testament narrative. The New Testament church, which grew up as a response to
Jesus’ message and ministry, was deeply grounded in the notion that the God of Abraham
desired to be the God of all the nations. The compelling mission that God gives the
church is to share the good news of the Gospel of Jesus Christ with all people, regardless
of race, ethnicity, social status, or nation of origin.
How can Presbyterians in the United States be compelled to reach out to their
diverse neighbors? The motivation is found in the very nature of the gospel itself which is
meant to animate the life of the church. In the PCUSA, the theological foundations of the
church confirm a God who is sovereign and who holds the world in God’s own hand.
From the goodness of creation, through the destructive power of sin, to the redemptive
work of Jesus Christ, God’s universal intention to be in relationship with all people of the
world is on display.
It is important to hold these deeper truths in mind about why it is so important for
Christ’s church to love neighbors when discussing the topic of more effective outreach
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and welcome to more diverse people in the church. Emerson makes the somewhat
counter-intuitive point that, “For racial diversification and improved race relations to
occur, the central focus of the organization or program cannot be racial diversification
and improved race relations.”62 This insight was drawn from a study that was done for the
US Military about troop cohesion, which showed that military personnel responded to
their mission and shared duty as an impetus for change. The outcome of focusing on how
best to work and live together was greater diversification and race relations. This idea
also holds true for churches. While many pastors and members of Presbyterian churches
may be open and even excited about the possibility of growing in cross-cultural ministry,
the point is not to seek diversity for diversity sake. Emerson explains, “the higher goal is
a focus on worshipping, serving the supernatural, serving the community, and attempting
to live in a manner which is consistent with their beliefs.”63 It is only when churches keep
their higher goals and purpose in mind, that they can discover the way that reaching out
and ministering across racial/ethnic lines is actually a part of their purpose. God’s
purpose for the church can never fully be realized in a mono-cultural way, especially
within the multicultural environment of the United States today.
Rather than making multiculturalism a golden calf to be worshiped, churches can
start by laying out and being clear about their true Christian values and vision. From a
place of clarity about who they are and what God is calling them to, the way toward
cross-cultural ministry is opened.
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Churches who begin a journey toward embracing the multicultural community
around them, must keep the vision continually in mind as a way of uniting, inviting, and
focusing the congregation. This larger vision may be summed up in the Great Ends of the
Church, which are: “the proclamation of the gospel for the salvation of humankind; the
shelter, nurture, and spiritual fellowship of the children of God; the maintenance of
divine worship; the preservation of the truth; the promotion of social righteousness; and
the exhibition of the Kingdom of Heaven to the world.”64 It is toward this great purpose
that all churches should be striving together, and so the work of engaging cross-culturally
is really a way to better pursue those ends. The hope is that as the church pursues its
purpose, it will, as Martin Luther King Jr. put it, “one day live out the meaning of its
creed.”65
It is from this centering in the larger purposes of the church, that a move toward
cross-cultural ministry, welcome and relationship is best developed. I am afraid that if
these efforts are simply seen as a kind of ecclesial diversity program or an exercise in
political correctness, will be doomed to fail. It is highly probable that only the true
enthusiasts will show up for such a venture, and the majority of the church could opt out.
This would be a missed opportunity.
Wrapping the work of relating with more diverse communities into the overall
values and vision of the church is key. Brené Brown writes, “living into our values means
that we do more than profess our values, we practice them. We walk our talk—we are
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clear about what we believe and hold important, and we take care that our intentions,
words, thoughts, and behaviors align with those beliefs.”66 The point is that as we
communicate the values that a church holds, and the vision for what it wants to see, then
there is a natural impulse toward action in those areas. If, however, reaching out to more
diverse neighbors with the love of Christ, and welcoming them into the church, and doing
the hard work of building the beloved community isn’t part of the vision of the church,
then it will be hard to get anybody interested in doing it.
Leadership Matters
In 2003, the pastor of a large African-American church in Shreveport, Louisiana,
called Greenwood Acres Full Gospel Baptist Church, had a bold idea. Bishop Fred A.
Caldwell wanted to see if he could attract non-blacks to his church and he was even
willing to pay them. “Adamant that his church should not be segregated, Bishop Caldwell
said that for at least one month he would pay non-blacks five dollars per hour to attend
the multiple-hour Sunday morning service.”67 The story made national news, as people
wondered why a pastor would do such a thing. He told CNN, “America needs to come
together and the kingdom of God especially needs to look like the kingdom of God on
Sunday morning and that's what we're striving to do.”68 In the end, only a handful of
white people responded to the offer and attended Bishop Caldwell’s church. But the
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boldness of the idea and the pastor’s drive to see his church reach different groups of
people is significant and highlights to role of leadership in seeking to do cross-cultural
ministry.
Carolyn B. Helsel begins her book Anxious To Talk About It by addressing the
feeling that many in the church have when race is brought up. She writes, “We’re talking
about what? Race?! If you are a white person, perhaps the anxiety of talking about race
begins even with the first mention of the word race… Your whole body says to you: This
is not safe! This is not a topic I can talk about!”69
It takes significant pastoral leadership to help guide a church into an arena where
it does not always seem safe or wise to tread. When trying to describe barriers to change,
this is one of the biggest. Especially for white Christians, race is a hard topic to talk
about. This is one of the paradoxes about what many pastors already know, that even
with denominational statements and study groups, even with the implicit knowledge that
neighborhoods are changing and that the church needs to adapt—even with all that
input—the very idea of talking about race in church is hard. This is true even among
those who are sympathetic to the conversation and hope to be part of positive change.
There is a mixture of motives present in every church when it comes to
possibilities for change like this one. Some may be naturally inclined to embrace the idea
of cross-cultural ministry out of their own enthusiasm, or because it is seen as a positive
value within the community. As Emerson has shown, there are three primary impetuses
for a congregation taking steps to become more multicultural. One, is for this move to be
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initiated by an external authority structure70, such as a bishop or denominational
mandate. One reason that people change is that someone in a position of authority tells
them they have to. But even with numerous strong statements by the General Assembly
of the PCUSA, along with various presbyteries and even churches themselves, this is not
the main motivator for most Presbyterians. The polity of the church is not set up for an
external authority structure to direct how local congregations will design their ministries.
A second motivator for congregational change can be a kind of resource
calculation.71 This is where congregations that have experienced a numerical or financial
decline see the possibility of reaching out to newer immigrant groups within a
community as a church growth (or survival) strategy. Some churches and leaders may
consider a more outward focus out of this kind of survival instinct, or as a hope for
church growth. However, this idea of doing cross-cultural ministry as a way to grow or
strengthen a church runs counter to one of the central ideas of the church growth
movement in the United States from the 1970’s onward, which was the homogeneous unit
principle (HUP). Mark DeYmaz explains that the HUP “suggests that churches grow
fastest when they’re homogeneous—made up of people from the same ethnic, economic,
and educational background.”72 The rational for using the HUP to pursue church growth
is that “it is easier for people to become Christians when they must cross few or no racial,
linguistic, or class barriers. Ideally, then, these new churches were led by pastors whose
culture, class, and skin color closely matched those of their flocks.”73
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But more recent practitioners have questioned the use of the HUP. DeYmaz and
Li ask, “should rapid numerical growth be so prominently upheld as the standard of a
church’s success?”74 Within the church planting community, congregations that have
explicitly embraced a more multicultural ethos have opened the possibility that crosscultural outreach, even by established congregations, could lead to growth in membership
or participation. Still, it is unlikely that a congregation can successfully re-vitalize
through new outreach if it is motivated by a survival instinct alone. Purely seeking to stay
afloat is not a compelling vision for change.
However, Emerson argues persuasively that the primary and most effective
impetus for a congregation becoming more multiracial comes from its mission—its
theological, cultural, and spiritual center. In short, the mission of the church itself is the
greatest motivation. In this case, a congregation’s becoming more multiethnic is
consistent with the very purpose for its existence, either directly, as in we desire to be
multiethnic—or indirectly as in “we desire to serve all people.”75
In the end, it is the mission to show and share the of Jesus Christ, which is a
deeply held value of a congregation, that is the most effective motivator for real crosscultural ministry and relationships. While there may be other contributing factors and
even multiple reasons behind the push, it will ultimately be effective only as part of the
larger vision and goals of the congregation. For a truly strong and flourishing
congregation in the 21st century, especially in urban and suburban areas of the United
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States, it will be key that the vision of the congregation explicitly include seeking to do
ministry with people of various backgrounds and cultures. Beyond public witness, or a
church growth strategy, or even cultural enthusiasm, growing to reflect Christ’s love to a
changing world and neighborhood will be a core part of a strong and vital church’s
shared vision. As international church pastor Douglas J. Brouwer writes, “the term
‘multicultural church,’ as I understand it and plan to use it here, implies something more
than being tolerant or even welcoming, it implies more than living closely together or
even demonstrating the ability to get along. It implies nothing less than attempting to be
the church of Jesus Christ together and in the process finding ways to honor and embrace
and even celebrate a variety of cultural backgrounds.”76
But how to wrangle such a mixture of motives when it comes to addressing
diversity within the church into a single, comprehensive whole? That is where informed,
inspired and consistent leadership comes into play, and why it matters so much.
Building Consensus and Bringing Others Along
If leadership matters to a high degree when it comes to the work of guiding
PCUSA churches toward greater cross-cultural ministry, then it makes sense to start by
bringing in and engaging with other leaders. For Presbyterian churches, this primarily
means the Ruling Elders of the Session, but it can also include staff members, Deacons,
and other key influencers in the congregation.
Because of the Presbyterian tradition of lay leadership with a focus on learning,
discussion, conversation and shared power, it is unlikely a single pastoral leader will be
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able to make major changes alone. By engaging with the key leaders within a
congregation from the start, there is a greater possibility that movement can occur in how
the congregation grows and adapts.
One starting point for consensus building is to simply use the resources from
within the Reformed tradition to start a conversation. Tourish writes that “authentic
leaders… know how to win acceptance in strong corporate and social cultures and how to
use elements of those cultures as a basis for radical change.”77 The ordination and
installation vows that are taken by all Presbyterian Pastors, Elders and Deacons say that
these leaders promise to serve “with energy, intelligence, imagination, and love”78 By
convening a conversation among leaders and stakeholders, and using the resources from
within the existing culture, it allows a pastoral leader to involve and invite others from
the very start. Envisioning a church where energy, intelligence, imagination and love are
part of the decision-making process can open a door for other leaders.
Many congregations have existing mission or vision statements. These are
proudly displayed on the website, on pamphlets, and even displayed on banners around
the church. These are another example of the resources from within that can be used to
engage leaders about the shared calling of the church. In an article for a Yale University
publication, Michael O. Emerson references the mission statement of Riverside Church in
New York as “to serve God through word and witness; to treat all human beings as sisters
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and brothers; and to foster responsible stewardship of God’s creation.”79 In this case, the
impulse toward racial/ethnic diversity, seeing all human beings as sisters and brothers, is
set as part of the larger goal of the church.
Another example is the Presbyterian Church of Los Gatos in Los Gatos,
California. The mission statement of the church is:
Empowered by the love and grace of God made known in Jesus Christ through the
Holy Spirit, we provide a place to worship and grow in our faith through Scripture
and Prayer; reach out to all people, ministering to their needs and inviting them
into an active relationship with Jesus Christ; celebrate the fullness and variety of
gifts given by God to each individual and this congregation; nurture and
encourage one another in our journeys to become more like Christ; equip one
another for effective service to God in the church and the world; pass on to
successive generations the Word of God through education and example, so that
we may demonstrate our discipleship in all aspects of daily life.80
Within this mission statement, the existing commitments of the congregation are listed
clearly, and also offer ways to lead the church deeper into how these are lived out within
a changing cultural context. Each of these phrases such as to “reach all people”, to
“celebrate the fullness and variety of gifts”, and to “equip one another for effective
service”, is a natural spring board into shaping the imagination of the leadership for how
to accomplish this together. When church leaders have the opportunity to listen, learn and
share together, it provides the space for a shared vision to develop. Tourish writes,
“Leadership is less one person doing something to another (with their more or less
willing compliance). Rather, it is a process whereby leaders and non-leaders accomplish
each other through dynamics of interaction in which mutual influence is always
79
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present.”81 It is through engaging with fellow leaders around mutual and shared
commitments, that the seeds for greater change are sown.
The passion, drive, and vision that a singular pastoral leader may feel needs to be
attuned and distributed among a set of other leaders in order for it to really take hold and
come to life. A leader, as Brené Brown puts it, is “anyone who takes responsibility for
finding the potential in people and processes, and who has the courage to develop that
potential.”82 The more local church leaders have the ability to see and understand the
challenges and opportunities that are ahead, the more likely they are to heed God’s
calling, and to engage in this essential work of the Gospel. But this takes intentional
steps, especially at the beginning of this process. Yancey writes, “intentionality is the
attitude that one is not going to just allow a multiracial atmosphere to develop but is
going to take deliberate steps to produce that atmosphere.”83
This is part of the dialectical nature of leadership. There is a healthy give and take
between the leader and the people, or even among a group of leaders. In this sense, it is
the role of the leader not to force change, but rather to effect change in a warm, collegial
and embracing way. In the NEXT Church survey data from Seattle, pastors largely
reported having a high level of interest and awareness in changing community
demographics, and a desire to see a change within their churches. At the same time, there
was a widespread pessimism about how their congregations might actually engage with
this topic. Along with the ongoing need to survive, churches are seeking programs and
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approaches to help their churches really thrive. Taking on such a hard topic may not seem
like a natural church growth strategy, which is part of the typical opposition that often
comes up when topics of race and culture are raised.
Overcoming Opposition
Perhaps the most-feared way of talking about race, diversity or difference in the
church, especially among white Christians, is in the prophetic voice. The words of the
prophets in the Bible were hot like fire, they were intractable, uncompromising, and came
to directly challenge the prevailing systems and leaders of the day. Biblical prophets
played an important role in the community of Ancient Israel, and whether their words
were heeded or disregarded, those called to prophetic witness were sure to deliver the
message.
Another response that some PCUSA churches and leaders have adopted for trying
to address race and culture in the church is to take on the posture of a prophet. The
important and positive part of this approach is that it clearly and honestly names the
problem and seeks to engage with it. Unlike the ignorance is bliss mindset that many
Presbyterians have, those speaking and leading in the prophetic voice are intentionally
seeking to touch on raw nerves and draw out the hard truths. Erik H.F. Law writes, “in
the United States, we are constantly gathering around an unholy fire of interracial
tension, ready to accuse each other—ready to point the finger, ready to burn over who is
winning and who is losing. Many times… we avoid the conflict in the name of selfpreservation, resulting in more suppressed anger and guilt.”84 To engage effectively
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among largely white Presbyterian church congregations, a more gentle, yet consistent
approach is required. While prophetic speech is important and can work well as public
witness, or in a homiletical or revival setting, it is not likely to gain traction for
mobilizing people within the pews of many typical Presbyterian churches. There is a need
for imaginative ways to enter the hard and holy space for these conversations.
One creative strategy for working around the walls that may exist in
congregations is to simply collect and use available data. All PCUSA congregations are
called upon annually to submit statistical data to the denomination. This data is publicly
available through the PCUSA website and is searchable for each congregation. While the
annual rite of submitting the denominational forms may not be inspiring, it can be a
surprising opportunity for conversation. For example, while over 90% of active members
of the Presbyterian Church of Los Gatos (PCLG) are white, data showed that 20% of new
members over the previous five years were non-white. In addition, among the church
membership, there are people from over 20 different countries of origin around the world.
These pieces of data alone are useful as part of a conversation about where newer
members are coming from into the church, about the changing neighborhood outside, and
even, about how the congregation might want to respond.
From these data points and the discussions about them, come observations and
ideas. For a congregation like PCLG, part of the consensus among Session Elders was
that increasing in cultural diversity was a growing edge of the church. This language
acknowledges the fact that the lack of racial/ethnic diversity has been noticed and is
important to the church, and also indicates that it is a place for growth. This kind of
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approach does not rely on radical speech, but with consistent focus, uses the resources
within the congregation to spur change.
Teaching and Learning Together
In the Gospel of John, there is a story about a man who is lying by the pool of
Bethsaida in Jerusalem. This man was there, along with many other invalids who were
“blind, lame, and paralyzed”85, and he had been waiting a long time (thirty-eight years) to
be healed by the medicinal waters of the pool. When Jesus meets him there, he asks the
man, “Do you want to be made well?”86 Rather than giving an exuberant response of
“yes!”, the man offers a series of excuses why he is stuck there, and why he has been
unable to move forward in his life.
Jesus’ question to the man by the pool could also be asked to PCUSA churches
when it comes to questions of race, ethnicity and healthy cross-cultural ministry. “Do you
want to be made well?” For pastors and church leaders who answer “yes” to this
question, and seek to respond actively to the changing demographics of their local
communities, or, who seek to grow into a more ethnically diverse community, have much
work to do. The instinct can be to immediately try to reach out or move out to
neighborhoods or minority communities, and this is how some congregations have
operated. But before moving out bolding, the first place to start on this journey is by
learning about and growing in greater cross-cultural awareness and conversation.
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In the NEXT Church survey of pastors, one of the consistent themes that emerged
was that Presbyterians appreciate and value education and learning opportunities. Adult
education forums, Bible studies, book groups and panel discussions are all expressions of
this natural way that Presbyterians engage with any idea or issue. One challenge is that
these opt-in programs will typically only reach a certain portion of a congregation, which
allows the majority of the church to essentially opt-out of the discussion and learning. A
second challenge is that these offerings are only a small part of the overall program scope
of the church and will only be brought up periodically. This makes it easy to miss, or to
quickly move on from.
One way that leaders can effectively help their churches begin to learn in this area
is by weaving topics about race, ethnicity, national origin, immigration, culture and
welcome into the fabric of the church. This may involve telling stories that feature people
from different cultural backgrounds. It can mean quoting from books or articles written
by those from minority ethnic groups. There is a subversive element to this approach,
where Presbyterians are being taught and formed by the words and ideas of the people
that they need to meet in real life. A Presbyterian Church in the Bay Area hosted an adult
education event featuring a nationally known author named Austin Channing Brown. She
is a Christian, a woman of color, and a person who is known for speaking boldly about
race and the church. In her book I’m Still Here: Black Dignity In A World Made For
Whiteness, she writes, “Here’s another misconception. A great many people believe that
reconciliation boils down to dialogue: a conference on race, a lecture, a moving sermon
about the diversity we’ll see in heaven. But dialogue is productive toward reconciliation
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only when it leads to action—when it inverts power and pursues justice for those who are
marginalized.”87
On the evening of the church speaking engagement, she brought her challenging
and prophetic message to the group that was gathered and the response was muted. The
pastor who had hosted the event later reflected and said, “I think our people weren’t
ready for such a direct way of speaking about race. They are open to hearing about it, but
they struggle with how hard it is.”88 This experience highlights the way that largely white
Presbyterian churches may struggle if they jump quickly into the deep end of this
important conversation.
One approach for seeding the bed for real learning about cultural differences is by
focusing on the leadership, which could include Elders, Deacons or church staff. Rather
than attempting a one-off diversity training or cultural awareness event, there is space for
simply including these topics as a part of regular meetings, devotionals, plans and
conversations. This is a way for a pastoral leader to guide others into the conversation, to
help them have some vocabulary or experience with it. This is also an intentional practice
for the pastor. It is a way to let those ideas from outside of one’s own cultural bubble
penetrate and give voice to topics that may be new, uncomfortable or unfamiliar.
You Have a Culture
One of those uncomfortable and unfamiliar ideas for many white Presbyterians is
the idea that white people have a culture and an ethnicity. In her book The Culture Map,
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Erin Meyers relates the familiar story of “the two young fish who encounter an older fish
swimming the opposite way. He nods at them and says, “Morning, boys, how’s the
water?”—which prompts one of the young fish to ask the other, ‘What the hell is
water?”’89 The point is that we are rarely able to recognize the cultural waters in which
we swim. So, how is the water? What is the cultural water like that church leaders are
swimming in these days? While it may be easy enough for parishioners in the pews not to
notice changes in the church or the culture, it is the role of pastors and leaders in local
congregations to pay attention to and lead through, changing times.
The thesis of this dissertation is that pastors are especially well situated to
recognize the changing cultural landscape around their churches, and they are the key
leaders in helping churches to respond. Put another way, clergy are meant to be the older
fish swimming by, able to give language and direction to those who are less naturally
aware.
Marcus Dean puts it this way, “The starting point is to recognize that we all have
a culture. One common tendency is to think that others have culture (usually seen as
exotic) and we don’t.”90 One of the tendencies that White churches have historically had
is the sense that they are the norm, and that every other experience or way of life is a
variant on the norm. A first step for engaging with people across cultures is simply selfawareness, knowing one’s own cultural framework and thinking. Marcus Dean continues
to explain that,
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A frequent metaphor used to describe how culture influences our responses in
intercultural interaction is the idea that we wear ‘cultural lenses.’… without
awareness of our cultural lenses, we simply respond to others from our cultural
perspective and its influence on us. We judge others as if they were wearing our
lenses when they are not. Thus, the way they respond to the context is seen as a
negative or incorrect response.91
For largely White churches that decide it is time to intentionally reach out to
neighbors of different cultural backgrounds, a key step is to examine and get to know
their own “cultural lenses”. This helps to clarify who they really are, to unearth the
unexamined assumptions they hold, and to draw out why they want to do this kind of
cross-cultural ministry.
The point of this work is as part of the larger vision and ministry of the church.
These cannot be seen as compartmentalized areas, but can be framed as integrative parts
of the whole. Like an actor preparing for a scene, a church can ask itself what is my
motivation? What are we after? Why is it so important to pursue this course of action?
David Livermore explains, “Plans and strategies can be dangerous if not coupled with
awareness… awareness is stepping back from what we’re doing and reflecting on it.”92
As the problem of the large gap between the racial/ethnic makeup of the community and
of the church becomes clear, it is important to take time to reflect on why this matters so
much.
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Becoming Familiar with Race, Ethnicity and Culture
As people become more aware of the fact that they themselves have a culture, and
have an enculturated way of viewing life, they are getting closer to a starting point.
However, the starting point is not initially one of reaching and teaching, but instead,
“white Christians who want to minister to people of color need a teachable attitude
toward the culture of those racial minorities.”93 This may seem like an obvious statement,
since everybody needs to have an open and teachable spirit. This may also seem
somewhat counter-intuitive since reaching and teaching people about Jesus is a primary
goal of the ministry of any church. But given the historical effects of racism, and the
ways that the majority white church has failed to truly understand those lingering
realities, it is imperative that a congregation come with a humble posture and a desire to
learn and listen first.
As Yancey writes, “Understanding the effects of this historical racism is
important for us to be able to understand some of the obstacles that hinder the growth of
multiracial churches. It is not an accident that racial alienation is a part of our society.
This alienation is the natural result of our history of racial abuse.”94 When churches fail
to acknowledge the history of race and racism in America, it greatly hinders growth
among a more diverse population. Woo suggests that,
To ignore that racism is real or to blame the perceived problem on the media or
the minorities allows believers to avoid personal and corporate responsibility for
the problem and solution to racism. The first step toward a solution is to
acknowledge there is a racial problem in the United States and then take the
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appropriate biblical steps in repentance on both the individual and corporate
levels.95
Having these conversations, even though it can be uncomfortable, is a key, concrete step
that churches can take. This can be done in a rich, variety of faithful ways, some of them
gentler, some of them more direct.
This is the place for the book groups, panel discussions, and other in-group
opportunities within the existing congregation for reading, learning and sharing. As
Beverly Daniel Tatum writes, “to many Whites it seems inconceivable that there would
be any value in participating in all-White discussions of racism. While of course there is
value in cross-racial dialogue, all-White support groups serve a unique function.
Particularly when Whites are trying to work through their feelings of guilt and shame,
separate groups give White people the ‘space to speak with honesty and candor rarely
possible in racially-mixed groups.’”96
The point of such discussions within and among largely white churches is the
active practice of learning about and coming to terms with the fact that white people have
a culture as much as any other cultural group. Before moving into a “multi-cultural”
setting or an outreach activity, white American Christians, those within PCUSA
congregations in suburbs and cities around the country, must get to know their own
cultural heritage, baggage, and identity. This can be an enlivening and interesting
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conversation, and one that has the possibility to prepare hearts and minds to continue the
journey.
Carolyn B. Helsel suggests that gratitude is a frame that we can use when we step
into conversations about race. She writes,
…as a white person if I feel I will be receiving a gift through this challenging
discussion, and if I anticipate being able to offer gifts, I may participate. If all I
anticipate is feeling guilty, then I will consciously or unconsciously resist staying
engaged. But if I participate in this conversation because I expect it to lead to
gratitude, then I am much more confident and willing to keep talking amidst the
challenging feelings that may come from difficult conversations.97
This framing of gratitude is one pastoral approach to invite people into these kinds of
settings and conversations. In many majority white churches, there is a wooing process
that has to take place as determined leaders guide, invite and cajole people into learning
about realities of race and ethnicity (even their own). This will also be even more true
when it comes to engaging in mixed-groups or cross-cultural conversations.
One benefit of so-called in-group or affinity group conversations as a starting
point is that they allow for more honesty and openness among people who already know
each other or have things in common. Megan Lambertz-Berndt writes, “The emotional
purpose of an affinity group allows for an expressive outlet on highly sensitive topics.”98
While many white Christians may think about minority or new immigrant groups as
having a particular affinity (their racial background or national origin), it is instructive to
understand that white people themselves also constitute an in-group. For Presbyterians to
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faithfully engage with neighbors who come from different racial/ethnic backgrounds, it is
imperative to first understand their own culture, status, and sitz im leben before turning
toward those they seek to also engage.
One pastor in the NEXT Church survey put it bluntly, in saying that the reason it
was so hard to talk about race is, “because we are so white!” This is a daunting challenge
for any pastoral leader who wants to overcome the barrier of beginning conversations
about race in the church. But for largely white churches, this is the work that needs to be
done. In 2018, a group of 15 members of the Presbyterian Church of Los Gatos gathered
in the back room of a local restaurant. The group meets monthly for Theology on Tap,
which is a discussion about spiritual or faith topics in a more relaxed setting. The group
was representative of the larger congregation and was entirely white, although it was not
set up that way. The topic of the night was race and culture and how these influence
relationships in schools, community, work and church. This conversation was
intentionally led as a chance for this group to talk, listen and consider their own cultural
backgrounds, even as they sought to make sense out of the changes in their local area as
many more Asian people move in. This is an example of a simple, in-group opportunity
to talk about this topic.
During the Lenten season of 2018, the Presbyterian Church of Los Gatos hosted a
series called Supper and Study, where the format was discussion around tables over a
meal. The topic was the Letter From A Birmingham Jail, by Martin Luther King Jr., as
part of a larger PCUSA wide initiative to talk about race. With an attendance of about
sixty, the participants were overwhelmingly white members of the church, although there
was one table that was almost all Asian church members. This was another small,
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practical example of how conversations about race can happen even within the mostly
segregated spaces of majority white churches. The discussion started with learning about
the history of segregation and Jim Crow era laws and included a review of the Civil
Rights movement. But the bulk of the conversation was about King’s appeal to the socalled “white moderates”99 and how each person’s thinking about race had changed over
time.
Raising these topics with church groups that are largely white is important as
groundwork before seeking reconciliation or other cross-cultural work. This is because a
significant dynamic to be aware of when it comes to largely white congregations seeking
to welcome or involve communities of color is what Yancey calls a “cultural pluralism
argument.”100 The basic idea is that “in the rush to integrate members of multiple races,
we will allow the power of the dominant race to overwhelm the integrity of minority
cultures.”101 This can be true even in a small group setting, if there isn’t a skilled
facilitator, and if the white Christians in the room haven’t already done some work on
their own.
In fact, this is one of the arguments that the clergy and leaders brought up as a
concern a number of times in the NEXT Church survey. In their eagerness for a real,
equitable and honest conversation about race, the worry is that churches would rush
through the process and that even if ethnically mixed groups were formed, or if more
diverse churches emerged, they might simply continue the uneven power dynamic. One
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Pastor in the NEXT Church survey wrote, “we have MUCH work to do. First, to stop the
“paternal” interest in the other—and inviting “them” to come be with “us.””
This reticence by pastors and leaders indicates that those who are well-versed it
the history of race in the church and the country believe that a rush to embracing a more
multi-cultural future will tend to water down minority cultures, or end up
disenfranchising them even more. However, this problematic possibility only points to
the need for better answers. To leave the PCUSA in a position where it is not encouraged
to reach out to an increasingly diverse population, is not only short-sighted, but also
denies it the possibility of growing into a more healthy and mature relationship with race
and ethnicity. The first steps need to happen within white church communities with an
intentional motive to then continue the work in an outward facing way.
Havens and Hot-Spots
This talk of affinity groups can make the average white Presbyterian start to feel
uncomfortable. After all, the Apostle Paul wrote, “there is no longer Jew or Greek, there
is no longer slave or free, there is no longer male or female; for all of you are one in
Christ Jesus.”102 It seems counterintuitive to seek to better integrate Presbyterian
churches in America by recognizing differences, calling out dissimilarities, and lifting up
characteristics like race, ethnicity or national origin. Why focus on differences when we
are all called to be together?
If White Christians need to learn to talk about race and culture together, then it
can also be true that in a church where all nations are being welcomed and included,
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making intentional space for certain minority groups to belong or fit in or be welcomed,
can be a powerful experience. Beverly Daniel Tatum, the author of Why Are All the Black
Kids Sitting Together in the Cafeteria, writes, “even in corporate cafeterias, Black men
and women are sitting together, and for the same reason. As we have seen, even mature
adults sometimes need to connect with someone who looks like them and who shares the
same experiences.”103
Creating spaces for people with distinctives of some kind as a way to try and
lower barriers to entry and make a hospitable space for those who are new or different
actually makes sense. The challenge to majority white PCUSA churches is to
intentionally create the possibility of such spaces within a larger whole. Historically, the
function of this safe space for people of color in the United States has been within so
called ethnic churches. These include the historic Black Church tradition, as well as
congregations based largely around first- and second-generation immigrant groups. But
as the United States continues to become more ethnically diverse, and as suburban towns
and communities change in complexion, there is an opportunity for real and meaningful
ministry through PCUSA churches across racial barriers. One way to do this is through
haven groups within the larger church.
One thriving multicultural congregation in Houston, Texas describes it this way,
“The congregation does not ask them (immigrants) to assimilate into the dominant
culture, but rather wants to celebrate and learn from their cultural backgrounds.”104 One
question that a congregation could ask itself is this: within the existing structures and
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groups of the church, where would a new person from a different cultural background fit
in or find a home? Would the Korean grandmother be asked to join the all-white choir?
Would the international student be expected to simply blend in with the other young
adults? Or, could a church intentionally seek to make spaces where newer arrivals could
find a safe haven in which to belong (at least initially).
One multi-cultural congregation called Mosaic Church in Los Angeles, California
describes their practice where “multiple havens have been created, i.e., safe places for
building relationships while moving forward with the mission.”105 Most Presbyterian
churches already have havens of various types, even if they don’t realize it. There is a
choir or band or other musical group for those who love to sing or have a musical gift.
There is a youth group for those who are in their teenage years. There is a playgroup or
Bible study for the young moms of the church. There is a building and grounds
committee for those who love to care for the physical plant of the church. It is not that
these groups are meant to exclude others (i.e.: those who can’t sing or who are not
teenagers or mothers), but it is to set aside a space where these people in particular can
connect with each other, be honest, and grow in their faith. Havens are a primary place
where people belong.
Some havens develop on their own as people naturally find friends or people with
similar interests or passions. Those going on a mission trip are drawn together by their
shared purpose, for example. But what is the experience for the people who are also
seeking to belong, but have an additional barrier to cross, which is a cultural, ethnic or
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national-origin difference? Is the burden or onus on them to find ways to fit in, or could a
church help in a deliberate way?
Since everyone has a deep need to belong, churches who are seeking to integrate
or welcome newer people can intentionally set up space for them to connect. This could
be a language-based Bible study if there were a core of those who speak that language.
Or, it could be a study and discussion group that uses English, but intentionally seek to
involve those who are English language learners. At Providence Presbyterian Church in
Providence, RI, for many years there was a group called English Learners Fellowship
(ELF), which met weekly on a Friday afternoon. The group was made up largely of
international students, new immigrants, and anyone who wanted to improve their English.
The English learning happened by using a Bible text each week. With the common
language being English, the group quickly formed into a haven group, where those
learning English could belong, even as they were part of the larger congregation.
Depending on the context, hosting an event or ongoing group for fellowship among
international students, foreign workers or other recent arrivals, clearly communicates that
they are welcome and that there a space for them.
Historically, so-called ethnic churches have served the function of welcoming
new immigrants and arrivals, helping them find a place to belong and to assimilate into
their new country. This pattern continues and it is unlikely that established PCUSA
congregations will step in to supplant this role. However, the changing nature of the
demographics in the United States means that in the years ahead there will be increasing
opportunities to welcome not only new arrivals, but growing numbers of second and third
generation people from diverse backgrounds.
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Preparing for the possibility of this kind of ministry means deliberately finding
ways to make space for those people to enter. This could mean designating a group of
people who are particularly gifted, interested, trained, those who have a gift for
international welcome or hospitality. This is not to absolve the whole church of its role in
welcoming the stranger, but, it is an intentional sign that a church not only wants to
welcome generally, but to take steps in particular to reach and relate to those of different
cultural backgrounds.
In an essay on multiculturalism entitled “The Politics of Recognition”, Charles
Taylor argues that we need to be able to recognize the unique identity of any individual
or group and their distinctiveness from everyone else. As he writes, “assimilation is the
cardinal sin against the ideal of authenticity.”106 This is a way of pushing back against
those who would argue for colorblindness or not noticing differences. For Taylor, this
particularity and difference actually helps to strengthen identity and the authentic self.
For someone to really show up in church and to bring their authentic selves, especially as
an ethnic minority person within a larger white congregation, calls for spaces that honor,
welcome and invite.
Along with these havens, these smaller, safe places of affinity, the church must
seek ways to connect everybody together in a larger whole. Taking an image from the
world of wireless technology, this could be described as a hot-spot. A hot-spot is a
physical location where people can get access to Wi-Fi. The function of Wi-Fi is to
connect us, to put us in conversation and communication with others. A church needs
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havens, or smaller affinity groups, but it also needs to function as a hot-spot, a gathering
place where those with different backgrounds can be drawn into conversation and
relationship.
Hospitality (And the Intention That Stands Behind It)
One of the most important practices for communities of faith when it comes to
welcoming the stranger, the other, or the new person, is around hospitality. Hospitality is
not simply feeding someone at the table, but setting the table, preparing the space and
expecting that person to find their place as part of the meal. Henry Nouwen reflects that,
“In our world full of strangers, estranged from their own past, culture and country, from
their neighbors, friends and family, from their deepest self and their God, we witness a
painful search for a hospitable place where life can be lived without fear and where
community can be found.”107 The hospitality of a local church can provide just that kind
of sense of community for those who seek it. The natural tendency may be for a church to
simply be a haven, but it is also called to be a hot-spot, and this can be communicated
through the practice of hospitality.
It must be reiterated that this sense of hospitality is not simply a call for a feeding
program or even a hosted luncheon. It is instead, a development within the heart, which
leads a congregation to purposefully create the context where real cross-cultural
engagement and friendships can happen. Livermore writes that, “The desire and intent to
treat other people with honor and respect don’t automatically mean our behavior comes
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across as dignifying and kind. Most people and cultures agree that some measure of
civility is appropriate, but definitions of civility are culturally bound. Various adaptations
are necessary in order to ensure that others feel we are treating them with respect, honor,
and dignity. This kind of adaptability requires cultural intelligence.”108
Hospitality that centers around food is nearly universal across cultures and this
may be a very good place for a church to start. Henri Nouwen writes that “hospitality
means primarily the creation of free space where the stranger can enter and become a
friend instead of an enemy. Hospitality is not to change people, but to offer them space
where change can take place. It is not to bring men and women over to our side, but to
offer freedom not disturbed by dividing lines.”109
One of the foundational practices for congregations that seek to develop crosscultural ministries is to sit down together in fellowship. This kind of fellowship around
food can take many different forms. Being aware of the different cultures represented in a
congregation is one way to start. The Presbyterian Church of Los Gatos in California has
a small, but active group of Korean-American as part of the church. Seeking to educate
the church as well as to honor and highlight these members, a night of cultural sharing
was arranged. In this Korea Night, traditional foods were prepared, fellowship happened
around the tables between the white and Korean church members, and a presentation was
given by a Korean-American seminary student. She shared about her country, the
Christian faith and life there, as well as her journey as a Korean-American woman
seeking ordination within the church. When she finished, she received a standing ovation.
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She was not only being thanked, but she was being encouraged by those who were
present. This young woman became known because of this event. An elderly Korean man
sought out and spoke to white church members who had served in the Korean War, and
had a chance to reminisce with them about their service in his country. The middle-aged
Korean women who cooked and prepared the food in the kitchen had a chance to spend
time with the white church members who helped her and learned from her in the kitchen.
The fellowship that goes on in a church kitchen is a natural place for crossing barriers,
and this Korea Night led to an integration of the kitchen crew for future church-wide
events. It was a mutual initiation, where honor was shown and friendships were sparked.
In Making Room at the Table, Brian Blount and Nora Tubbs Tisdale write, “one
of the most powerful places for building community is the Table. The meal is frequently
the place where families gather, where reunions are held, where great moments are
celebrated, where community itself is shaped and formed.”110 Shared meals, fellowship
time, coffee hour, receptions, open-houses, and more can be places that draw us out of
our havens and into broader relationships. For a successful move from a monocultural
church to a congregation with cross-cultural ministries, relationships and witness, these
times around the table with food and friendship are vital. Yancey writes,
When asked about what they have learned about being in a multiracial ministry
and what they wished they knew when starting their ministries, head pastors of
multiracial churches consistently exhibited a desire to develop relational skills in
an attempt to aid their efforts at multiracial ministry. The consistency of that
desire among many of the pastors made it clear that such skills play a part in the
success of multi-racial churches.111
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But what are those personal skills that can flow naturally into real connection and how
can a church and its leaders develop them?
Cultural Intelligence (CQ) and Honing Our Skills
For many people who work within the business or corporate world in the United
States of the 21st century, the idea of developing skills for cross-cultural interactions are
relegated to the world of mandated diversity-training programs which are a part of life
that must be endured. David Livermore explains that one of the reasons that diversitytraining programs often fail is that, “if team members don’t see the positive benefits of
changing the way they interact with culturally diverse colleagues, the training can be a
waste of time. There is a direct correlation between your level of motivation for adapting
cross-culturally and your effectiveness.”112 In other words, part of the journey of learning
to work, minister, or have relationships across cultures is the basic desire and drive to do
it. Being coerced or forced into such situations does not lead to a real zeal for the task and
affects the outcomes.
When approaching a congregation with a chance to have a cross-cultural
experience, it is important to be clear about the positive benefits. This is not a time to use
shame or coercion, but to show how this lines up with their existing values and the shared
mission of the church. As a church embraces an intentional welcome for more diverse
people, they begin to learn about their own cultures as well as others. Mok writes, “the
first area of multicultural literacy is to become conversant with the different cultures that
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one has to deal with… the second area of training would be in key skills in cross-cultural
communication.”113
While every congregation may contain certain members, who are naturally
interested in people of different cultures, or who have a gift for hospitality and welcome,
the majority of people would be aided by some specific training and skills development.
This is what David Livermore calls Cultural Intelligence, or CQ. He writes, “Cultural
intelligence is the capability to function effectively across national, ethnic, and
organizational cultures. It can be learned by most anyone.”114
The first CQ capability that Livermore talks about is motivation. He asks, “what’s
your motivation for reengaging with the cultural dimensions of this project?”115 Asking a
small group or leadership team this simple question can bring out numerous answers and
even self-reflection. Being honest with ourselves can help us touch on the areas of
cultural change that make us uneasy or where we do not feel adept. For those leading
discussions about cross-cultural competencies, it is important to stay positive and
encouraging, so that people have a chance to explore their real feelings and abilities.
From that place of self-examination, people can move into the second CQ capability,
which is knowledge. In a previous section, the idea of learning about one’s own ethnicity
and cultural background, as well as that of other people, was discussed.
Michael O. Emerson writes that successful multicultural church congregations
value this kind of adaptability and interest in learning. “Leaders and parishioners must
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develop skills of adapting to change, to each other’s racial and ethnic cultures, and to
each other’s religious traditions and histories. Grace is essential.”116
Living, working and leading in multicultural communities of faith necessarily
require grace and patience, especially because cultural differences can confuse and
confound until they are better understood. One example of this is the idea developed by
Dutch social psychologist Geert Hofstede about power distance. According to Hofstede,
power distance, “reflects the range of answers found in the various countries to the basic
question of how to handle the fact that people are unequal.”117 To put it another way,
“Power distance is the extent to which differences in power and status are expected and
accepted.”118 In the United States, the majority culture tends to operate lower on the
power distance scale, meaning that the underlying assumption is that people are mostly
the same, or equal, regardless of title, age or position. However, in some settings, such as
the military or in corporate America, a much more high power distance stance is
maintained.
Understanding power distance is one of the CQ skills that Presbyterians can
utilize. In a way, “power distance is a measure of the emotional distance that separates
subordinates from their bosses.”119 When a person from a different cultural background
walks into a Presbyterian church as a visitor, they will likely be greeted in the way that
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the church greets all visitors. Afterall, Americans tend to think of all people being largely
the same. However, a pastor, leader or other trained person in the church might notice
that this person comes from a high power distance culture, where honor, respect, title,
age, and status are very important ways to make connections. Someone with a high CQ
will ask what about our cultures are similar, and what are not the same. How can I adjust
my own approach to effectively show this person the kind of welcome that I want them to
receive? Yancey contributes that, “It is vital that a church leader help facilitate a social
atmosphere that supports racial diversity. The public speaking of the pastor or priest can
obviously encourage this atmosphere. However, the social atmosphere of this culture
cannot be established just by sermons and homilies; it also must be established by small
group and interpersonal contacts that church leaders have with the congregation. Thus, a
Catholic priest observed, “One thing I think is very important is to get to know people on
an individual basis. That is very important.’”120
The high CQ leader in a church setting will have a motivation to connect, but will
also develop the skills to do so. The third CQ capability is about strategy. This approach
invites the question of how to achieve the goals that a leader has in mind.
Friendship Matters
There is a paradox when it comes to thinking strategically about cross-cultural
ministry. On one hand, churches and leaders must be very intentional and to be clear that
they are actively seeking to go in the direction of outreach and growth. But at the same
time, they must be authentic, and have more than simply the survival or growth of their
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church in mind. Woo writes, “Jesus established His vision community with His disciples,
and the early church developed theirs with the elders, deacons, and missionaries.”121 One
of the most effective ways to build up cross-cultural community is on the level of
personal friendships and relationships. These cannot be faked, but must be nurtured and
encouraged.
Again, and again in the literature about successful multicultural churches and
ministries that grow beyond a single racial/ethnic group, the topic of intentional
friendships comes up. In Anxious To Talk About It, Carolyn B. Helsel writes,
White people’s friendships largely remain segregated, and studies have reported
that within white people’s circles, very few have hosted someone of color or
visited someone non-white in their home. Churches also remain largely
segregated. These places of relationship—schools, neighborhoods, and churches
continue to reinforce separation. The problem is not simply race. The deeper
problem is the inability to relate across racial differences.122
Michael O. Emerson writes about building relationships that, “can be done in many ways,
including through worship, small groups… structures that encourage cross-racial
relationships”123 Providing intentional spaces for friendships to grow between people of
different cultural backgrounds is a way of building trust, which is a kind of social
currency. It takes time together, shared experiences, and mutual care for this kind of trust
to develop. Princeton Theological Seminary professor Geddes Hanson writes, “The
experience of numbers of multiracial, ethnic, and national congregations teaches us that
many people can learn to accept others with whom they feel they share a common
experience. They will have a harder time accommodating themselves to folks who act in
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ways in which they have no confidence.”124 Confidence building measures include shared
work on a mission project, serving together on a committee of the church, being invited
into someone’s home, sharing a meal or being together in a small group for discussion.
While it can be easy to maintain superficial relationships at church, it is when people get
into shared experiences, especially ones that call for personal sharing or mutual
commitment, that their relationships can deepen. If Helsel is right, and white Christians
tend to have fairly homogeneous groups of friends, then the chance to build cross-cultural
friendships through church are all the more important.
The role of the local church then, is to set the context where these kinds of
relationships can be built. However, there will be natural limitations to any kind of opt-in
way of proceeding, since this will only include those cultural enthusiasts and will fail to
more fully engage the whole church. Instead, the third CQ capability of being strategic
means that a pastor or other leaders need to get people involved broadly by going beyond
simply announcing the idea. Yancey counsels that, “If a leader can empower the laity to
handle the challenges of being in a multiracial congregation, then that leader will have
powerful allies to help when times get tough.”125 If the commitment to the church being a
place where real, cross-cultural relationships can be formed and nurtured is shared
beyond just the pastor or a small group of leaders, then it has the chance to fully take root
and become a normal part of the church’s identity. This is a strategic move, but must be
done as an authentic expression of the larger goals of the church, and so that minority
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members do not become tokenized or fetishized. In real relationships, there is a mutual
give and take, a space for honesty, and a natural building of trust.
Leadership in Action
In addition to the first three CQ capabilities, of motivation, knowledge and
strategy, the fourth cultural intelligence competency to be pursued is action. What are the
ways that leaders of local churches can actively move this vital part of the church’s
ministry forward? Woo reflects on his experience as a pastoral leader, writing that “God
was in the process of strategically restructuring our staff to align with the vision for a
multiracial congregation.”126 Along with paid staff, the lay leadership of the church
matters immensely. One important adaptation and adjustment that happens at the root
level is the way in which people become part of the leadership of a church in the first
place. There are decisions made in every organizational culture that express the goals,
mission or purpose for that organization. In a Presbyterian Church, this often happens
through the Nominating Committee, which brings forward names for those who will
serve as Elders, Deacons and in other leadership roles in the church.
As part of the larger goals of the church to share the good news about Jesus with
all people, one action step for churches has to do with the leaders and those who are in
positions of influence, importance and decision-making. At the Presbyterian Church of
Los Gatos, the Session met to discuss and pray about the vision for the future of the
church. The dialogue included questions about how to engage with younger generations
and with the increasingly diverse neighbors who were moving in. A decision was made
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and a message was sent to the Nominating Committee of the church: pay special attention
to identifying gifted leaders who are younger or culturally diverse. This particular
discussion and decision led to a visible change in who the Elders and Deacons of the
church would be.
Why is this significant? It cannot be simply for the symbolic value of having more
minorities in leadership. It cannot merely be about the visuals of who is up in front on a
Sunday morning, or who is featured on the church website. As Austin Channing Brown
reflects, “When an organization confuses diversity or inclusion with reconciliation, it
often shows up in an obsession with numbers. How many Black people are in the photo?
Has the 20 percent quota been met, so that we can call ourselves multicultural? Does our
publication have enough stories written by people of color?”127 And yet, the crux of the
issue is a determination within the church to demonstrate through action, how important
these diverse voices and experiences will be.
Yancey writes that diverse leadership, “tended to reflect the racial diversity of the
church members… this diversity was generally not an accident since these churches
tended to be aware of the importance of diverse leadership.”128 For Presbyterian
Churches that have some racial/ethnic diversity already, even just a handful of people,
there is an opportunity to bring them into leadership as appropriate with their gifts and
call. There is a dynamic in churches where the congregation grows to reflect those who
are in leadership roles.
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Emerson writes that, “Leaders of multiracial congregations need to be diverse, be
truly empowered (not “token” leaders), and be experienced in managing diversity.”129 For
established PCUSA churches, this may seem like a dream or a vision, but not a reality.
Afterall, in many congregations it can seem as if there are very few people from minority
communities who are ready, able, or willing to step into leadership roles. However, it is
the determination of pastoral leaders and others to intentionally seek out a more diverse
leadership that can lead to developing it. It was Jesus who once said, “seek and you will
find”130 and this kind of resolute seeking is what is called for. The worry about a kind of
tokenism that Brown refers to, is a factor to be aware of, but it does not stop a determined
leader from helping their church discover, invite and develop more diverse leadership.
Brené Brown writes that, “the barriers and obstacles to daring leadership are real and
sometimes fierce. But what I’ve learned from both the research and my own life is that as
long as we name them, stay curious, and keep showing up, they don’t have the power to
stop us from being brave.”131
There can be a chicken and egg quality to this topic. Which comes first: a more
diverse church, which then gets more diverse leadership? Or is it that raising up more
diverse leadership helps to develop a more diverse church? It may be that both can be
true, but the direction, intention and attention of pastoral leadership to this topic will
make the most difference. There is a snow-ball effect, in which the direction that is set,
and the work that is done can build and grow in amazing ways. Brown champions the
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idea that, “without people of color in key positions, influencing topics of conversation,
content, direction, and vision”132 the church will remain in the same place. So, one of the
actions that is called for, is to proactively lift up more diverse people who have gifts, and
let the leadership set the pace.
Building on this idea, Yancey writes, “it is vital for multiracial churches to find
both clergy and lay leaders of different races. It is important that churches intentionally
look for people of different races to take up leadership roles. Such efforts may seem
contrived and ‘politically correct,’ but they are important for illustrating to members of
racial groups who are not in the numerical majority that they have a voice. These efforts
are also important because multiracial leadership is likely to become the basis for
implementing other principles of multiracial ministry. Often the foundation of many
multiracial churches is the effort to create racially diverse leadership.”133
So, the leadership in action in this section really refers to two distinct groups. The
first, are those who are currently in PCUSA churches in leadership, whether as pastors,
staff or Elders and who seek to faithfully minister to the changing neighborhood around
their church. The leadership aspect that is required is to have a vision that includes a
more diverse church, and by extension, a determination to build a more diverse
leadership group. The second level of leadership are those who are not currently in
leadership positions, but whose presence, gifts and voice will be a valued addition. A
more diverse leadership is both a sign of what the church believes, and the beginning of
the substance of different perspectives and experiences being involved.
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In the NEXT Church survey of pastors, one common theme was about the need
not only for engagement with racial and cultural issues, but the need for consistency in
this approach. One pastor wrote that years ago, their church had read a book together on
this topic but, “need to follow-up, we are getting comfortable.” Another reflected that,
“work needs to be done. It is important but I don’t know how to do more racial
reconciliation work when we are trying to survive.” Still another pastor shared how, “it’s
hard to take discrete action in a small church community without putting people of color
on the spot.” Each of these insights by pastors illustrate why persisting with this focus is
so important. In the NEXT Church survey, 65% of leaders reported that their churches
had experienced either beginning discussion or extensive discussion on the topic of race
or culture. This represents the kind of good start that many leaders have had, however, in
the end, only 12% of respondents said that their churches had taken any action after these
discussions. In part, this disparity points to the difficulty of moving people forward with
this topic.
Some of the ways for a pastoral leader to maintain their own interest, focus and
action is to involve others for mutual encouragement. This can take the form of bringing
another staff member along for a visit to a more diverse neighborhood or community
event. Pastors often have access to places and people that others may not naturally be
able to engage with. In the NEXT Church survey, the majority of pastors reported that
their local communities were experiencing demographic changes, rather than remaining
consistent or the same. Bringing other leaders into places where this can be seen or better
understood involves them and affects them. The conversations that can happen while
immersed locally can help spur further ideas and action. Some small group settings
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within a church can function as an effective feedback mechanism. For example,
Presbyterian Women (PW) has extensive curriculum around cross cultural and multiracial issues from scripture and the church. However, the next step is moving beyond
simply offering a study like that, toward a less formal conversation, where people can
reflect on their own experiences and ask their questions. This is a low-risk move that a
pastor could take to raise the topic, to listen to people, and to learn along with others.
Experimentation: Failing Faster
There is a saying that is attributed to Lao-Tzu which says, “a journey of a
thousand miles begins with a single step.” For congregations that have had internal
dialogues, brought leaders onboard with the vision, and done work to learn about culture
and raise the CQ of people involved, what comes next? One of the powerful ideas behind
innovation, growth and change in organizations of many kinds is notion of experimenting
on a small scale and failing faster. This means, taking on a low-risk experiment, trying
something out, and being prepared for it not to fully work out as planned. In an article for
Forbes Magazine online, Sunnie Giles writes,
A hallmark sign of today’s effective leaders is his or her ability to unlearn old
habits and change their mind when presented with convincing evidence. For
example, people are used to a culture that doesn’t tolerate failure, but failure is an
essential ingredient for radical innovation. We need to encourage others to fail
fast and safely. Then we need to glean lessons learned and disseminate the
learning throughout the team as soon as possible. Today’s leaders must:
•
•

Provide an environment where employees freely experiment and
serendipitously come up with their own ideas (self-organization)
Facilitate moderate (not too hard or too easy) challenges employees need
to work through
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•
•

Tolerate—indeed, embrace—failure as a necessary input to radical
innovation
Furnish a safe, fast way to fail134

The first steps in the direction of preparing for or reaching out to more diverse
neighbors can be taken immediately, so long as there is an openness to failing faster, to
being intentional and moving in the direction that the church’s mission and vision would
lead. There is no need to wait for the perfect solution to arrive before faithfully trying
things out. There is an iterative nature to change work of this kind, and being prepared to
learn from the results. When there is clear leadership that is committed to seeing the
vision of the church fulfilled, which explicitly includes outreach to more diverse
neighbors, the journey begins right outside of the door. There is no reason to wait.
Conclusion
In a way, the conclusion of this story brings us back to the beginning. The
questions, possibilities and research that have been explored in this research dissertation
arise out of the real-life scenarios that unfold in everyday life across the United States
today. As demographic changes re-make the country, and as suburban communities
around larger urban centers become more diverse, how will Presbyterian Church
congregations respond faithfully, and map a new way forward?
From the perspective of those who are moving into the neighborhoods
surrounding existing PCUSA churches, the question is also pertinent and real. Will
people like Alex and Irene, whose story was told at the beginning of this dissertation,

134

Sunnie Giles, “How to Fail Faster—and Why You Should,” Forbes, April 30, 2018,
https://www.forbes.com/sites/sunniegiles/2018/04/30/how-to-fail-faster-and-why-youshould/#294d85e9c177.
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ever find a church home to embrace them, a place where they can belong and bring their
gifts of service?
The central claim of this research dissertation has been that consistent and
engaged leadership by pastors and other leaders is a key part of a faithful response by
churches to doing ministry in changing contexts. For those leaders who are ready to take
this journey toward more self-knowledge, more cross-cultural ministry, and more joy in
life together, the outlines of steps and possibilities have been laid out. The Alex and
Irene’s are waiting, and they are not to be found across the sea in a faraway land. They
are waiting right outside the doors of existing PCUSA churches. A great adventure awaits
those leaders and congregations who are ready and willing to open that door and step out
in faith.
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SECTION 4:
ARTIFACT DESCRIPTION
Brené Brown writes, “We know that the way to move information from your head
to your heart is through your hands.”135 The artifact that is being presented as part of this
project is an in-person, hands-on, workshop-based curriculum. Drawing on the research
that underlies the overall dissertation, this workshop will be a way to practically engage
with local congregations, presbyteries, and other groups of church leaders.
This workshop will be built upon research and insights about the problem of how
suburban communities are experiencing demographic change while local PCUSA
congregations are not finding ways to engage with or do ministry to those new neighbors
in their areas. The purpose of this workshop is to paint a picture of the problem, to help
people talk about it, learn about the scope of the challenge, and to strategically apply their
learning to their own local context.
This artifact is a natural outgrowth of the research solution, which calls for
consistent leadership, development of cross-cultural competencies, and a renewed desire
to design ministry for the communities as they really are. This workshop will help leaders
take the information back to their churches, and it will also empower them to create
contextualized ways for their church to respond. This will not be a traditional diversity
training session like the ones that many people have experienced in corporate settings.
Instead, this is designed to help leaders engage the changing demographics of their
communities for the purpose of greater flourishing in ministry.

135

Brown, Dare to Lead, 5-6.
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One feature of the artifact will be the use of personal storytelling, table talk, and
small group work. This allows the content to be wrestled with through real-life examples
drawn from what people have experienced and what churches have attempted already.
Since the purpose of this workshop is to be very practical and useful for the participants,
it is important to ground the material in the everyday world in which people live and
move. Working with small groups is a way to open up the conversation and to develop
the imaginations of participants for a sense of what is possible in their own context.
A variety of resources will be made available to participants, which include book
suggestions, small group questions and a compact list of ways to get started. In addition,
there is space for future development of short video productions which could be shared
for ongoing use in local congregations.
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SECTION 5:
ARTIFACT SPECIFICATION
Goals
The three main goals of the workshop and presentation are to bring information to
local church leaders and members, to engage them in critical discussion and learning
about their own communities and churches, and to offer tools that they can use
immediately to take next steps. This workshop is designed to bring information, to spark
faith formation, and lead toward true transformation.
Audience
This artifact is conceived as a presentation that could be given in a number of
settings. First, it could be offered in a congregational context, perhaps as part of an adult
education event, or a leadership retreat, or a whole church visioning exercise. This
workshop could also be held as a program in a local Presbytery, either at a regularly
called meeting, or as an off-site or special event. The material of this workshop could
also be shared with a smaller group of church leaders, either pastors or interested
members. It is intentionally flexible so that it can be adapted easily for use in a variety of
settings. There are natural break points built into the presentation which allows for use in
different types of settings.
One of the underlying findings of this dissertation is that PCUSA churches need a
rich variety of ways to consistently learn about, talk about, and respond to the changing
cultural dynamics of local community contexts. The value that this workshop brings, is
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that it can be reiterated, and built upon by different groups within a congregation or the
larger church.
Scope and Content
The workshop will seek to introduce the topic by naming the problem and
engaging the participants in a variety of exercises to drill down to learn and discuss. We
will talk through a variety of proposed solutions and ways that people have tried to
respond. This will include allusion and reference to some of the background research
material about demographic trends in the United States and especially in suburban areas.
In the context of this workshop, we will explore the particular face of the
communities where churches are set, and will discuss the ways that these changing
demographics are showing up and affecting life. The workshop will move from the
theoretical to the practical, as we will brainstorm ideas for how churches can learn more
about themselves, their surrounding communities, and then to form plans for action.
I plan to present a set of specific practices that local churches can take on in order
to grow in the area of cross-cultural knowledge and ministry. The workshop will address
three areas for the participants: information, formation and transformation, as local
churches and leaders begin to learn, grow and act in their diverse communities.
Outline of Presentation
In brief outline form, the flow of this presentation for the workshop will include
the following:
•

Introductions: Who are we and why are we here?

•

Opening: Who is my neighbor? What is the problem?
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•

Biblical and Theological Foundations: What is our calling?

•

Information: Demographic data and church statistics in the PCUSA

•

Review of Models for Response: What have we tried before?

•

The Way Forward: Ideas and inspiration for what works and why

•

Action Steps: Five Ways to Take Action Right Away

•

Resources for Congregations and Leaders
Budget
The budget to produce this artifact is quite modest. This workshop is designed to

be easily accessible for people in churches and could be offered at little to no cost. There
would be some costs involved in printing packet materials for a given presentation, but
these costs could be covered by the hosting group or church.
Leading and teaching this material is part of the work that I want to do as a pastor
and colleague with others. This whole project is offered as a gift to the church, as a way
to prod and nudge people toward thinking, learning and acting on a topic that I believe is
vital for the future health and growth of PCUSA churches around the country. This
presentation has been developed within the overall process of a Doctor of Ministry
(DMin) degree program, so it should be largely ready to be used once this degree is
complete.
Post-Graduation Considerations
Following graduation, I expect to present a version of this workshop for my own
congregation, the Presbyterian Church of Los Gatos, as well as for my local Presbytery,
in San Jose, California. Beyond those initial offerings, I envision bringing this workshop
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to other local churches or to interested groups. My role is as facilitator, educator,
energizer, and encourager, and I see this workshop as a way to continue doing that long
after graduation.
Standards of Publication
This artifact will be a living document, that is put into use in a variety of settings.
It is not envisioned as something that would be published for outside use by others, but
would be primarily a tool that I use for my own workshop leadership. The materials that
will be used and presented, will be properly cited and footnoted within the packets in
accordance with academic guidelines. As this workshop is presented and honed, there is a
possibility for a future webinar style video series to be recorded, but that is not the
primary way this material will be accessed.
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SECTION 6:
POSTSCRIPT
This artifact has been developed with a particular use in mind. It is meant to be a
tool in the hands of pastors, leaders, and churches who seek to learn new information, to
share ideas, and to grow in capacity for ministry in a changing context. This workshop
and presentation have been developed as a way to bring the insights and learning from
my research forward in an accessible and authentic way.
Part of the effectiveness of this type of presentation is that it is adaptable to the
local situation and needs. This is a distinction from existing curriculum and national-level
programs.
Rather than pursuing a digital content approach, or a distance-learning model, this
artifact is effective because it is rooted in local realities and helps churches better
understand their own situations. It invites people to come into the room and sit down
together to talk. It has been built to be used in a very relational way, and it is a love
offering to the church.
There are a number of encouraging signs within the research that supports this
presentation. Many PCUSA congregations and leaders are already aware at a certain level
that there are demographic changes happening around them. There are faithful leaders
who have already initiated conversations within their congregations, and who have
sought to build bridges with people in their neighborhoods. There is further work to be
done about the multiplicity of ways that local congregations can learn about and act on
the problems discussed in this research. In a sense, any pastor or leader could take this
research forward by applying it to their own setting, and to learning more as they go.
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While this research has primarily been done from the inside, there is space for
more work from the outside. There are many questions to be answered from the
perspective of the increasingly diverse populations surrounding many PCUSA churches.
Existing congregations would benefit by learning more about their neighbors and to
better understand their needs and challenges.
In the end, this artifact is designed for those inside PCUSA congregations who
look out the window and begin to see that a whole new context for Gospel ministry is
opening up. The challenges are very real, but the assumption that is built into this artifact
is that there is greater flourishing for local churches that is not only possible, but is part of
God’s great design for the church. This artifact is made to help further God’s mission in
the world.
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APPENDIX A:
ARTIFACT

Demographic Changes and Faithful Response:
Helping Presbyterian Churches Flourish into The Future

A Workshop for Church Leaders

Rev. Dr. David G. Watermulder

Statistics Hand-Out
Together with a small group, read this statistical handout and discuss the
information you see here. Analyze what this data means and what it means to
you.
1) The County
According to US Census data, Santa Clara County is about 31% White
alone/non-Latino as of 2018.
The County is also 38% Asian alone, and Hispanic or Latino is about 25%.
2) The Schools
SARC Reports for schools in Los Gatos where the Presbyterian Church of Los Gatos
(my church) is located show the following:
• Blossom Hill Elementary School, which is located across the street from
PCLG, the students are 63% white and about 25% Asian.
• At Van Meter Elementary School, which is just 2 blocks away from the
church, the numbers are similar with 60% white and about 20% Asian.
• At Alta Vista Elementary school, it is 52% white and 25.5% Asian.
3) The Church
According to a recent report by the Pew Forum, the Presbyterian Church (USA) is
88% white (though PCUSA’s own reporting puts the figure at over 90%).
PCUSA Churches (excluding so-called “ethnic churches) in the Santa Clara
County of California are on average 81% white.
The Presbyterian Church of Los Gatos is 90.5% white.
Questions to discuss
• What is one thing that surprises you about this data?
• Some churches are called “ethnic churches” (i.e.: Korean or Taiwanese or
Hispanic). But given the statistical data: should your church be called an
“ethnic white church”?
There is a clear disconnect between the demographic makeup of the community
and the membership in the church. This contrast between who lives in the
neighborhood and who is involved with the church is a problem that we seek to
understand and address.
2

Excerpt from Reflections Magazine, Yale University
“A New Day For Multiracial Congregations”
by Michael O. Emerson
Lessons So Far

What have we learned about successful multiracial congregations? Though I
cannot offer the final word here, based on a variety of sources we do have an
emerging agreement on the core ingredients of successful multiracial
congregations:
• Intentionality. Although congregations do become multiracial without
intentionality, they don’t stay diverse without focused intentionality. For
congregations to remain diverse, they must desire to do so.
• Diversity as a necessary means to a larger goal. Diversity cannot be an
end in itself–this is not sufficient motivation to sustain the difficulties of being
diverse. Instead, diversity must be a path to a larger goal. This is often
communicated in vision and mission statements. For example, the vision of River
City Community Church in Chicago reads, “We are on a quest to become a multiethnic community of Jesus followers that transform the city of Chicago through
worship, reconciliation, and neighborhood development.”12 The mission of
Riverside Church in New York is “to serve God through word and witness; to treat
all human beings as sisters and brothers; and to foster responsible stewardship of
God’s creation.”13 In both cases, diverse congregations view their diversity as a
means to a larger goal.
• Spirit of inclusion. This can be done in many ways, including through
worship, small groups, diversity in who is seen “up front,” structures that
encourage cross-racial relationships, and mission statements.
• Empowered leadership. Leaders of multiracial congregations need to be
diverse, be truly empowered (not “token” leaders), and be experienced in
managing diversity.
• Adaptability. Leaders and parishioners must develop skills of adapting to
change, to each other’s racial and ethnic cultures, and to each other’s religious
traditions and histories. Grace is essential.
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Undergirding these steps of course are much faith and prayer. Nearly all leaders
of such congregations say the challenges and opportunities are too big to rely
merely on themselves and their own understandings.
The U.S. is racially and ethnically diversifying at a rapid rate, yet it remains
dramatically unequal on so many fronts–economic outcomes, incarceration rates,
home ownership rates, mortgage rates, educational levels, health, and life
expectancy, to name a few. For too long congregations have contributed to these
inequalities through their racial segregation. Multiracial congregations offer a
new way forward for a new time in America. This century must be the century of
the multiracial congregation.

12 Taken from http://www.rivercitychicago.com/aboutus/the-essence-of-river-city/, accessed March 5, 2013.
13 Taken from http://theriversidechurchny.org/about/, accessed March 5, 2013.

Michael O. Emerson is provost of North Park University in Chicago. Prior to that, he was
the Cline Professor of Sociology and the Co-Director of the Institute for Urban
Research at Rice University in Houston, Texas. He is the co-author of numerous books,
including “Divided by Faith” and “United by Faith” and “Religion Matters: What
Sociology Teaches Us About Religion in Our World.”

Source: https://reflections.yale.edu/article/future-race/new-daymultiracial-congregations
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Wisdom from Bonhoeffer
“Those who love their dream of a Christian community more than they love the
Christian community itself become destroyers of that Christian community even
though their personal intentions may be ever so honest, earnest and sacrificial.
God hates this wishful dreaming because it makes the dreamer proud and
pretentious. Those who dream of this idolized community demand that it be
fulfilled by God, by others and by themselves. They enter the community of
Christians with their demands set up by their own law, and judge one another and
God accordingly.
It is not we who build. Christ builds the church. Whoever is mindful to build the
church is surely well on the way to destroying it, for he will build a temple to idols
without wishing or knowing it. We must confess he builds. We must proclaim, he
builds. We must pray to him, and he will build. We do not know his plan. We
cannot see whether he is building or pulling down.
It may be that the times which by human standards are the times of collapse are
for him the great times of construction. It may be that the times which from a
human point are great times for the church are times when it's pulled down. It is a
great comfort which Jesus gives to his church. You confess, preach, bear witness
to me, and I alone will build where it pleases me. Do not meddle in what is not
your providence. Do what is given to you, and do it well, and you will have done
enough.... Live together in the forgiveness of your sins. Forgive each other every
day from the bottom of your hearts.”
-Dietrich Bonhoeffer
Dietrich Bonhoeffer, Life Together: The Classic Exploration of Faith in
Community (New York: Harper&Row, 1954), 27-28.
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Models for Response Hand-Out
Table Talk: Discuss the models that were presented. What were the aspects of
each that seemed positive, helpful or good? What seemed limited, negative or
unhelpful? Use this sheet for notes, ideas, and questions.
Ignorance is Bliss

Book Club

Prophetic Voice

Nesting Model

Sister Church

Merging (or Integrating) Two Congregations
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“Seven General Principles for Building Multiracial Churches”
1) Inclusive worship: “a worship style that includes the cultural elements of
more than one racial group. Inclusive worship means that the congregation
does not limit itself to a worship style that is identified with only one racial
culture.” (p. 67).
a. How does your church’s current worship reflect one or more racial
cultures? What are the challenges and opportunities for introducing
a more diverse style of worship?
2) Diverse leadership: “this leadership tended to reflect the racial diversity of
the church members… this diversity was generally not an accident since
these churches tended to be aware of the importance of diverse
leadership.” (p. 67)
a. Yancey suggests more racial diversity within the church membership
will lead to more diversity in leadership. Does this seem right? Is
there an element of chicken-and-egg here? Which comes first?
3) An Overarching Goal: becoming more multicultural isn’t the real, final goal.
Church needs to have some other big goals that people can share with
friends or that animate the ministry of the church. Don’t make multicultural
a golden calf to be worshiped.
a. What are the overarching goals, or larger “vision and values” of the
church you are a part of? How does a more multicultural expression
of church fit within those? Can multicultural ministry become a
golden calf? How or why?
4) Intentionality: “Intentionality is the attitude that one is not going to just
allow a multiracial atmosphere to develop but is going to take deliberate
steps to produce that atmosphere.” (p. 68)
a. What does intentionality mean when it comes to diversity in the
church? What does being intentional express to those who see it? Is
this a challenge or is this one easy?
5) Personal Skills: interpersonal, soft skills, knowing oneself, and one’s own
cultural background.
a. What are the ways that you or those you know have gained
“personal skills” for intercultural interactions? Did you take a
course? Was it part of your home culture or setting? Has it come
through relationships or friendships? Is it something that you are
aware of or that is hard? Why?
7

6) Location: many multiracial churches “tend to be located in areas where
they had access to members of different races, rather than in the middle of
lower-class segregated minority neighborhoods or suburbs mostly
populated by whites.” (p. 68-69)
a. This is the old adage from real estate “location, location, location”.
Where is your church located? What is the population like? Is the
context static (staying the same) or dynamic (changing in some
ways)?
7) Adaptability: be ready to change! J
a. What are ways that your church has already tried to be adaptable or
to grow when it comes to diversity?
b. What are some of the challenges that you feel for your church when
it comes to this topic?
c. What is one idea you have for how your church could adapt, whether
it is in a big or small way?

Adapted from George Yancey, One Body, One Spirit: Principles for Building
Multiracial Churches, Chapter 5
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Resources for further reading and learning
Some Accessible and Helpful Books
Bowers, Laurene Beth. Becoming a Multicultural Church. Cleveland: The Pilgrim
Press, 2006.
Brouwer, Douglas J. How to Become a Multicultural Church. Grand Rapids: William
B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 2017.
Brown, Austin Channing. I'm Still Here: Black Dignity in a World Made for
Whiteness. New York: Convergent, 2018.
Helsel, Carolyn B. Anxious to Talk About It: Helping White Christians Talk Faithfully
About Racism. St. Louis: Chalice Press, 2017.
Irving, Debby. Waking up White. Cambridge: Elephant Room Press, 2014.
Livermore, David A. Cultural Intelligence. Grand Rapids: Baker, 2009.
Marti, Gerardo. A Mosaic of Believers. Bloomington: Indiana University Press,
2005.
Meyer, Erin. The Culture Map: Decoding How People Think, Lead, and Get Things
Done Across Cultures. New York: PublicAffairs, 2014.
Tatum, Beverly Daniel. Why Are All the Black Kids Sitting Together in the
Cafeteria?. New York: Basic Books, 1997.
www.pcusa.org. “Facing Racism: A Vision of the Beloved Community.” Accessed
April 28,
2019. https://www.pcusa.org/site_media/media/uploads/_resolutions/facingracism.pdf.
Yancey, George. One Body One Spirit. Downers Grove: IVP Books, 2003.
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Some Interesting and Important Articles
“10 Demographic Trends That Are Shaping the US and the World” by D’Vera and
Andrewa Caumont
http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2016/03/31/10-demographic-trendsthat-are-shaping-the-u-s-and-the-world/
“A New Day For Multiracial Congregations” by Michael O. Emerson
https://reflections.yale.edu/article/future-race/new-day-multiracialcongregations
“Sunday Morning in America Still Segregated – and That’s OK With Worshipers”
by Bob Smietana
https://lifewayresearch.com/2015/01/15/sunday-morning-in-america-stillsegregated-and-thats-ok-with-worshipers/

A Practical and Insightful Bible Study
“5 Opportunities to Deepen Cross-Racial Friendships by Austin Channing Brown
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/50e26f21e4b0c2f4976dc211/t/5594b330
e4b0444488eb4306/1435808560169/5+Opp+Deepen+Cross+Racial+Friendships.p
df
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Demographic Changes and Faithful Response:
Helping Presbyterian Churches Flourish
Into The Future
Rev. Dr. David G. Watermulder

The Key Question:

Introductions
• Who are you and why are you here?

Table Talk
• Share in small groups about where you live and who are the
neighbors who live around you?
• Has it stayed the same for many years, or have there been changes?
What is the racial/ethnic makeup of the neighborhood? Who are
your neighbors?

Feedback

What did you hear in your small groups? What do you notice
about your neighborhood and who lives in our area?

Starting in my own neighborhood

Some Statistics
“There are three types of lies– lies, damn lies, and statistics.”
• Attributed to Benjamin Disraeli

“As demographic trends make clear, the United States will become a
“majority minority” nation by the year 2050.”

Joel Kotkin, “The Changing Demographics of America,” Smithsonian Magazine, August
2010, https://www.smithsonianmag.com/travel/the-changing-demographics-of-america-538284/.

Immigration Patterns

Do the numbers…
• According to US Census data, Santa Clara County is about 31%
White alone/non-Latino as of 2018.
• The County is also 38% Asian alone, and Hispanic or Latino is about
25%.

Schools: Pointing to the Future
• In the state of California, every public school makes available a
School Accountability Report Card (SARC) report, which includes
demographic data for students.
• One easy step that any church could do immediately is to to look
online for the SARC reports of the public schools closest to them.
This data can help reveal the kind of families who are moving into
the area and the children in the community.

SARC Reports for schools in Los Gatos where the Presbyterian
Church of Los Gatos (my church) is located show the following:
Local School

Percent White

Percent Asian

Blossom Hill
Elementary

63%

25%

Van Meter Elementary 60%

20%

Alta Vista Elementary

25.5%

52%

How about the Church?
• According to a recent report by the Pew Forum, the Presbyterian Church (USA)
is 88% white (though PCUSA’s own reporting puts the figure at over 90%).
• PCUSA Churches (excluding so-called “ethnic churches) in the Santa Clara
County of California are on average 81% white.
• The Presbyterian Church of Los Gatos is 90.5% white.

Table Talk with Handout
• Together with a small group, look over the statistical handout and talk about the
information you see there.
• What is one thing that surprises you about this data?
• Some churches are called “ethnic churches” (i.e. Korean or Taiwanese or
Hispanic). But given the statistical data: should your church be called an “ethnic
white church”?

Feedback

What did you hear in your small groups?

Coffee and Bathroom Break

What’s the Problem?
• Let’s return to Jesus’ injunction to “love your neighbor as yourself ” and the
clarifying question of “who is my neighbor?”
• We are learning about some of the demographic dissonance when it comes to the
communities we live in and the make-up of the churches that we love.
• The stark differences are a demographic problem, but they are also a theological
and biblical problem.

Biblical and Theological Foundations:
What is our calling?

Witness of Patriarchs, Matriarchs,
Prophets and Psalms
• From the story of the biblical patriarch and matriarch, Abraham and Sarah, we
hear repeatedly about God’s intention to reach and bless “all nations” and “all
peoples” of the earth
• Through the Psalms and the Prophet Isaiah, this theme of God’s care for “all
nations” and peoples continues

The Old Testament Prophet Jeremiah writes, “But seek the welfare of
the city where I have sent you into exile, and pray to the Lord on its
behalf, for in its welfare you will find your welfare.”
• Jeremiah 29:7 (New Revised Standard Version).

Gospels and Early Church
• In the Gospels, we hear Jesus teaching about having “other flocks” of sheep
(other than just his cultural and religious peers), and how all of the sheep will be
brought into one flock and will have one shepherd.
• In his ministry, Jesus repeatedly breaks cultural barriers as a means of
connecting people into a relationship with God.
• The Book of Acts makes clear that the early church moved out boldly from its
base in Israel/Palestine, and that people from all sorts of racial/ethnic
backgrounds were drawn into its life.

Saint Paul’s Ministry to the Nations
• Saint Paul takes his calling to reach beyond the Jewish people seriously and
models this kind of outreach in the early mixed churches of Jews and Gentiles
that he leads.
• He goes so far as to say, “there is neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither slave nor
free, there is no male and female, for you all are one in Christ Jesus.”
• It is this transforming power of the Gospel that animates Paul’s mission, and the
development of the early church.

All the way to the end…

The Bible ends in the Book of Revelation with a picture of heavenly
worship, where there is, “a great multitude that no one could count,
from every nation, tribe, people and language…”

“The Last Supper with Twelve Tribes” by Hyatt Moore.
Used with permission.

• This picture from the Book of Revelation reveals the end to which
God seeks to use the church.
• If the “chief end of man” has to do with glorifying God and enjoying
God forever as the Westminster Catechism teaches, then the chief
desire and telos of the church, has something to do with extending
that goodness and grace to those around it.

Table Talk: Engaging the Problem
In your groups, summarize and analyze the problem being presented. What is most
compelling or important about these aspects of this issue?
• Demographic
• Biblical/theological
• Public witness
• Church health/growth

Feedback

Models and Responses

What have we tried before? What are some responses?

Most common response:

The Book Club Model:

Using the Prophetic Voice:

The Nesting Model

The Sister Church Model

Merging (or Integrating) Model

Table Talk– with handout
• Talk about the models that were presented. What were the aspects of each that
seemed positive, helpful or good? What seemed limited, negative or unhelpful?
• What questions or ideas do these bring up for you?

Feedback

Starting Over….

A word from
Dietrich Bonhoeffer

“Those who love their dream of a Christian community
more than they love the Christian community itself become
destroyers of that Christian community even though their
personal intentions may be ever so honest, earnest and
sacrificial.”
Dietrich Bonhoeffer

God hates this wishful dreaming because it makes the
dreamer proud and pretentious. Those who dream of this
idolized community demand that it be fulfilled by God, by
others and by themselves. They enter the community of
Christians with their demands set up by their own law, and
judge one another and God accordingly.”
Dietrich Bonhoeffer

Confronting the Wish-Dream
• Bonhoeffer cautions the church against a “wish-dream” of idealism,
that is not set within the scope of a real-life church and community.
• The questions and ideas and challenges we are talking about are not
meant to be a fantasy or ideal, but something that real people, real
leaders, in real churches, can faithfully take on and step into.

The Way Forward:
Ideas and inspiration for what works and why

What Leaders Do and Why It Matters
So Much
• Set the context
• Convene the group
• Introduce the topic
• Stay positive and hopeful
• Model behavior, interest, openness, curiosity
• What are the other things that can offer or contribute to this
process? What do you bring?

Lessons So Far:
Key Findings from Michael O. Emerson
• Intentionality
• Diversity as part of a larger goal
• Spirit of Inclusion
• Empowered leadership (avoiding “tokenism”)
• Adaptability
• Undergirding of faith and prayer

Values and Vision-Setting: A Small Step

A Word of Caution from
Austin Channing Brown

“The white Church considers power its birthright rather than its curse. And
so, rather than seeking reconciliation, they stage moments of racial harmony
that don’t challenge the status quo. They organize worship services where the
choirs of two racially different churches sing together, where a pastor of a
different race preaches a couple times a year, where they celebrate MLK but
don’t acknowledge current racial injustices.”

Source: Austin Channing Brown, I'm Still Here: Black Dignity in a World
Made for Whiteness (New York: Convergent Books, 2018), 167-68.

Seven Principles for Building Multiracial
Churches
In his book One Body, One Spirit: Principles for Building Multiracial Churches, author and
researcher George Yancey describes seven key principles or ideas to notice and take on.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Inclusive Worship
Diverse Leadership
An Overarching Goal
Intentionality
Personal Skills
Location
Adaptability

Source: George Yancey, One Body, One Spirit: Principles of Successful Multiracial Churches (Downers Grove: InterVarsity Press, 2003),
67-71.

Table Talk with Handout
• Use the handout from George Yancey to discuss his “Seven Principles for
Building Multiracial Churches”.
• As you read through it together, answer the questions and see what ideas and
struggles emerge.

Feedback

Action Steps: Five Ways to Take Action Right
Away
• Learn: Spend some time investigating your own community: get a
SARC report on the school, look up demographic data, find out about
the cultural history of your own church.
• Walk: Take a walk in your neighborhood or a drive through town
with eyes open toward cultural differences. Who do you see? What
kinds of shops or restaurants are present? What do you notice?

• Ask: Talk to a friend or acquaintance from a different racial/ethnic background.
Ask about their experience, listen with interest, ask follow up or clarifying
questions. What are you learning from them?
• Go: Where are places that you are in the cultural minority? Go find them, and
experience how that feels.
• Pray: The work of leading the church into a more flourishing future needs to be
surrounded by deep faith and much prayer.

Practices Set In Community

Resources for Congregations and Leaders
• Book suggestions are included in the packet
• A number of articles are also included
• A small group Bible study called “5 Opportunities to Deepen Cross-Racial
Friendships” (by Austin Channing Brown) is included in the packet as well.

Questions and Conversation

DMIN Artifact
Workshop Presentation
David G. Watermulder
Slide 1- Welcome screen: This slide will be up on the screen during gathering time as people
arrive, find their seats, greet each other and settle in.
Welcome everybody, thank them for coming, orient them to particulars such as location
of bathrooms, food and coffee availability, and timing for the day. Open with prayer.
Slide 2- Dissertation Title screen: This slide is the official title of the dissertation research that
undergirds this workshop and presentation. It describes the work that we will do together
during this time. First, understanding demographic realities in the United States, in our own
communities, and in our churches. Second, this workshop seeks to help us think, talk, pray, and
act faithfully about how to respond to what we are learning. The outcome is to help churches
move toward a more flourishing future in ministry.
Slide 3- Who is my neighbor: In one of the most famous interactions in the Bible, Jesus is asked
what is the greatest commandment. And he draws on the Hebrew scriptures and says, “you
shall love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your soul and with all your strength
and all your mind.” And in the Gospel of Luke he is then asked that key follow up question: and
who is my neighbor? And that is part of what we are here to talk about today.
Slide 4- Who are we and why are we here: Take time for brief introductions around the room,
having everyone introduce themselves with their name, the church they are part of, and why
they are here today. What are they hoping to hear or learn or what drew them in.
Slide 5- Table Talk: The question to Jesus about “who is my neighbor” causes us to reflect on
that as well. Share in small groups where you live and who are the neighbors or people who
live around you? Has it stayed the same for many years, or have there been changes? What is
the racial/ethnic makeup of the neighborhood? Who are your neighbors?
Slide 6- Feedback: Out of the conversations in small groups, what came up for you? What did
you hear from others about the neighbors who live around us? Are things staying the same or
are there changes we can notice?
Slide 7- Starting in my own Neighborhood: I want to start by telling you a little bit about my
neighborhood. This is my actual house where I live with my family! The genesis of my research
project starts right in my own neighborhood, with my own neighbors. I live on a court with 10
houses and since my family moved in 7 years ago, every house that has been sold on the court
has been bought by Asian or South-Asian families. Out of the 10 houses, we have 4 Chinese
families, 1 Indian family and one lady from Peru.

What I started to notice is that my little court was fairly diverse and that those moving
in seemed more likely to be Asian or South-Asian than anything else. And looking around my
neighborhood and our town, I saw that this seemed to be part of a larger trend.
But at the same time, I noticed that my own church, which is set in this community, and
whose members all live in these neighborhoods, was seemingly much more mono-cultural
(mostly white), than the surrounding area.
Slide 8- Some Statistics: So, I wanted to start with some statistics. And you know that old
saying, that is attributed to Benjamin Disraeli: “there are three types of lies—lies, damn lies,
and statistics.” So, we can be rightfully wary when we talk about statistical data, and we have
to be careful when we do. But, demographics and statistics are just data that. Have to be
interpreted. They can help us to get a bigger understanding of what we are seeing around us.
Statistics help us to move beyond just our own experience, or just my street or yours, and to
start to see the larger context in which we live.
According to demographers the United States is on course to become a “majority minority”
nation within the next 30 years.
Slide 9- Immigration Patterns slide: Largely these demographic changes are being driven by
immigration. This is a hot topic in the news, and my point today is not to debate the merits of
legal or illegal immigration, but simply to present the data that tells us that the United States is
changing demographically at a fairly fast rate.
The majority of immigrants to the United States come from Latin America and Asia. And
since the 2008/2009 recession, the percentage of those coming from China and India has
increased while the percentage of those coming from Mexico has decreased.
Slide 10- Do the Numbers slide: According to US Census data, Santa Clara County is about 31%
White alone/non-Latino as of 2018. The County is also 38% Asian alone, and Hispanic or Latino
is about 25%.
Slide 11- Schools: Pointing to the Future slide: In the state of California, every public school
makes available a School Accountability Report Card (SARC) report, which includes
demographic data for students.
One easy step that any church could do immediately is to to look online for the SARC
reports of the public schools closest to them. This data can help reveal the kind of families who
are moving into the area and the children in the community.
Slide 12- SARC Reports for Los Gatos slide: SARC Reports for schools in Los Gatos where the
Presbyterian Church of Los Gatos (my church) is located show the following:
Blossom Hill Elementary School, which is located across the street from PCLG, the students
are 63% white and about 25% Asian. At Van Meter Elementary School, which is just 2 blocks
away from the church, the numbers are essentially the same.

Slide 13- How about the church slide: According to a recent report by the Pew Forum, the
Presbyterian Church (USA) is 88% white (though PCUSA’s own reporting puts the figure at over
90%).
• PCUSA Churches (excluding so-called “ethnic churches) in the Santa Clara County of
California are on average 81% white.
• The Presbyterian Church of Los Gatos is 90.5% white.
Slide 14- Table Talk with Handout slide:
• Together with a small group, look over the statistical handout and talk about the
information you see there.
• What is one thing that surprises you about this data?
• Some churches are called “ethnic churches” (ie: Korean or Taiwanese or Hispanic). But
given the statistical data: should your church be called an “ethnic white church”?
Slide 15- Feedback slide: What did you hear in your small groups?
Slide 16- Coffee and Bathroom Break slide: Coffee break and bathroom break for 15 minutes
Slide 17- What’s the Problem slide: Let’s return to Jesus’ injunction to “love your neighbor as
yourself” and the clarifying question of “who is my neighbor?”
• We are learning about some of the demographic dissonance when it comes to the
communities we live in and the make-up of the churches that we love.
• The stark differences are a demographic problem, but they are also a theological and
biblical problem.
Slide 18- Biblical and Theological foundations slide:
Slide 19- Witness of Patriarchs, Matriarchs, Prophets and Psalms slide:
From the story of the biblical patriarch and matriarch, Abraham and Sarah, we hear
repeatedly about God’s intention to reach and bless “all nations” and “all peoples” of the earth
(Genesis 12:3, Genesis 18:18, Genesis 22:18, Genesis 26:4, Genesis 28:14). Through the Psalms
and the Prophet Isaiah, this theme of God’s care for “all nations” and peoples continues (Psalm
67:7, Psalm 72:17, Psalm 86:9, Psalm 117:1, Isaiah 25:6, Isaiah 56:7, Isaiah 66:18).
Slide 20- Prophet Jeremiah slide: The Old Testament Prophet Jeremiah writes, “But seek the
welfare of the city where I have sent you into exile, and pray to the Lord on its behalf, for in its
welfare you will find your welfare.”1 This is indication of the kind of stance God’s people, or the
church, is called to when facing a situation of being planted in a cultural context that is different
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Jer. 29:7 (New Revised Standard Version).

or changing. To “seek the welfare of the city” means engaging with it, and having an active and
joyful presence among its people.
Slide 21- Gospel and Early Church slide: In the Gospels, we hear Jesus teaching about having
“other flocks” of sheep (other than just his cultural and religious peers), and how all of the
sheep will be brought into one flock and will have one shepherd. In his ministry, Jesus
repeatedly breaks cultural barriers as a means of connecting people into a relationship with
God. The Book of Acts makes clear that the early church moved out boldly from its base in
Israel/Palestine, and that people from all sorts of racial/ethnic backgrounds were drawn into its
life (Acts 19).
• John 10:16 (New Revised Standard Version).
Slide 22- Saint Paul’s ministry to the nations: Saint Paul takes his calling to reach beyond the
Jewish people seriously and models this kind of outreach in the early mixed churches of Jews
and Gentiles that he leads. He goes so far as to say, “there is neither Jew nor Greek, there is
neither slave nor free, there is no male and female, for you all are one in Christ Jesus.” It is this
transforming power of the Gospel that animates Paul’s mission, and the development of the
early church.
• Gal. 3:28 (New Revised Standard Version).
Slide 23- All the way to the end slide: The Bible ends in the Book of Revelation with a picture of
heavenly worship, where there is, “a great multitude that no one could count, from every
nation, tribe, people and language, standing before the throne and in front of the Lamb. They
were wearing white robes and were holding palm branches in their hands.” This picture from
the Book of Revelation reveals the end to which God seeks to use the church. If the “chief end
of man” has to do with glorifying God and enjoying God forever as the Westminster Catechism
teaches, then the chief desire and telos of the church, has something to do with extending that
goodness and grace to those around it.
• Rev. 7:9 (New Revised Standard Version).
Slide 24- The Last Supper with Twelve Tribes painting slide
Look at this painting by Hyatt Moore. What do you notice about it? What is being depicted in
this scene? Why is this significant?
Slide 25- Chief End of Man slide
Slide 26- Table Talk: Engaging the Problem slide
In your groups, summarize and analyze the problem being presented. What is most compelling
or important about these aspects of this issue?
•
• Demographic
• Biblical/theological

•
•

Public witness
Church health/growth

Slide 27- Feedback
Slide 28- Models and Responses: What have we tried before? What are some responses?
Slide 29- Ignorance is bliss slide: The most common solution among Presbyterians has to be
described as the “ignorance is bliss” approach. This is where we largely ignore not only the
realities of race in America, and in our church, but also the changing make-up of the
neighborhoods right outside the door. Ignorance is bliss is the default mode for most
Presbyterian Churches.
Slide 30- Book Club Model slide:
At a recent national level conference for pastors and leaders called NEXT CHURCH, held in
Seattle, Washington, the theme was “Woven Together” and it explored themes of race,
ethnicity and leadership in the church. According to survey data taken at that conference, a
majority of pastors reported that their local communities were clearly changing around them.
When asked what kinds of approaches or changes their congregations had engaged in, a
majority described things like “Adult education events”, “table talks”, “workshops”, “summer
conversation series”, “community conversations”, and “panel discussions”. This kind of
engagement might be described as “the Book Club approach”.
Slide 31- Nerd Alert slide: Embedded in the DNA of Presbyterians, is a love of literacy, learning
and an intellectual approach to life and faith. It is no surprise that Presbyterians feel most
comfortable with this kind of opt-in, learning-based method to discuss matters of race or
ethnicity in the church.
Slide 32- Prophetic Voice slide: In contrast to the book club approach, another way that some
Presbyterian churches seek to engage with these questions is through using the “Prophetic
Voice”, which often takes the form of a fiery sermon, a hard conversation, or a call to action in
the streets. Among Presbyterians, this “prophetic voice” is the most feared way to engage with
questions of race, it has been described as an “unholy fire” that threatens to move out of
control.
Slide 33- Nesting Model slide: Another common model that PCUSA churches have employed to
engage with a more diverse population of people is what Jeannie Mok calls “the MultiIndependent Congregation Model”.2 This is what is more commonly known as the “nesting”
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Jeannie Mok, The Technicolour Faith: Building a Dynamic Multicultural Church (Brisbane: Asian Pacific
Institute, 2004), 36.

model, where there is ministry “to several different ethnic groups”3 in the same building or
space. The multicultural aspect of this model is that various cultural or language groups are
operating in the same place, but usually in very different ways. Mok writes that this model is
characterized by the following:
- The Church uses one facility for several language groups
- Each congregation tends to be homogeneous
- Each congregation has its leadership and constitution, as well as its own financial
administrative structure
- The English-speaking church normally owns the building
- The relationship between the English-speaking congregation and other
congregations tends toward a landlord-tenant relationship
- The various congregations tend to live alongside each other rather than interact with
each other on a regular basis
- There is generally little sharing in ministry projects.4
While an existing PCUSA congregation might enjoy the idea of having the other
congregations around, whether they are Latino, Asian, or some other new-immigrant based
group, this model does not ask very much of the “host” church beyond a rental agreement.
Even with the best intentions for overlap and collaboration, it does not lead to the kind of
cross-cultural mixing, relationships, and shared-power that are part of the deeper work of
pulling people together across lines that divide. One pastor of a predominantly white PCUSA
congregation that hosted a nesting Taiwanese congregation confesses, “we were happiest
when the nesting congregation stayed out of our way… [we thought of them] as little more
than ‘renters’ and often as a nuisance.”5
One problem that arises with this model is that the host church (often white American)
is the dominant one and has all of the power. The “guest church” (often a racial/ethnic group)
will inevitably be in a secondary role. It puts the renting or nesting church congregation on
shaky ground, especially when it comes to financial matters, such as setting or raising the rent,
facilities use, such as who has priority to utilize the kitchen or sanctuary, and more. Douglas J.
Brouwer defines a church that is becoming multicultural as, “one where there is an intentional
engagement of cultures, not just a mix of races and nationalities.”6 Ultimately, the nesting
model leaves a church nearly as isolated as before.
Slide 34- The Sister Church Model slide: Another way that many PCUSA churches have
an experience of getting to know or being in relationship with non-white Christians is through
developing a “sister church” partnership with a racial/ethnic congregation in another
3
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Company, 2017), 7.

community. Often this will lead to shared programs, such as church suppers, joint worship
services, book clubs or pulpit exchanges. Laurene Beth Bowers writes, “My concern [with this
model] is that this will allow each church to continue to function as a segregated church and
not pursue the next step.”7 Indeed, developing a sister church relationship between a
historically white congregation and a church with a different racial/ethnic make-up can be a
step in the right direction, but ultimately, the church will remain separate and life-changing
encounters will be missed.
There is a long practice of predominantly white PCUSA congregations establishing sister
church partnerships with churches of different racial/ethnic makeup. Sometimes these are
churches that are geographically close, even within the same city or area, and sometimes they
are quite distant, as with an international partner church. They can be set up within the same
denomination, or as an ecumenical venture. What is clear, is that while a sister church
partnership may allow for a limited connection with people of a different background, it is not a
serious attempt a church being transformed or significantly shaped through the encounter.
White PCUSA churches with racial/ethnic partners have taken a small step, but not one that will
move them forward very far.
Slide 35- Merging (or Integrating) Model slide: One radical means of achieving a more diverse
congregational mix is through a merger between two existing congregations, one that is
predominantly white, and the other that is made up of a minority ethnic cultural group.
Michael O. Emerson suggests that one of the primary reasons that a church might seek to take
a step like this one is from a “process of resource calculation.”8 This is another way of saying
that when a church experiences a significant decline numerically or financially, it might have
kind of survival instinct which would lead it to merge with a racial/ethnic congregation as a
means of attempting to re-vitalize itself. As one pastor in the NEXT Church survey reflected,
“we’re just trying to survive.”
There are significant concerns and issues related to this course of action. Even when
two largely white churches attempt to merge, there is an integrating and clash of church
cultures that happens, and so when one of the partners in a church merge is predominantly
made up of a minority ethnic group, there is even greater potential for problems. One PCUSA
resource for multicultural ministry states that the addiction to privilege and power, “is more of
a barrier to building a racially diverse community than are racial and cultural differences.”9 Put
another way, people in the pews may not be as ready or open as they believe themselves to be
to truly share power and engage in church life with those of difference racial/ethnic
backgrounds.
One key concern with this approach is that many of the same power-dynamics between
the groups coming together will continue to play out. Questions of who owns or controls the
7
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building and its use. Issues around finances and how best to use resources. Simply putting
diverse groups together under the same roof is not a recipe for thriving or healthy ministry.
Indeed, even the fact that some congregations find themselves in a position to consider such a
move, highlights what an outlier this is. While it may be a path for some churches, it is unlikely
that the vast majority of white Presbyterian churches would feel that anything so drastic is
necessary or desirable.
Slide 36- Table Talk slide: Using handout, talk about the models that were presented. What
were the aspects of each that seemed positive, helpful or good? What seemed limited,
negative or unhelpful?
• What questions or ideas do these bring up for you?
Slide 37- Feedback
Slide 38- Starting Over slide: Clearly there are good ideas as well as pitfalls among all of the
models that we have looked at so far. The scope of this problem can be so large that it can
make us want to just give up and maybe start over. This slide is a painting by Normal Rockwell
and the title is: “Triple Self Portrait”. Why do you think it has this name? What do you see in
this photo? Lead discussion.
Some of what this painting is about is the way that we see ourselves. There is a kind of selfdeception that goes on about who we are, what we look like, what we are able to accomplish.
One impulse that we can have in facing the issues of race and culture and the church that we
are talking about can be to believe that we can easily or quickly “fix it” or figure it out. Another
impulse can be despair, and to believe that the church is so fundamentally broken, that there’s
nothing to be done. Both of these are a kind of “idealist” thinking. One says that we are so
pure and good and the other says that we are so messed up and bad.
Slide 39- A word from Bonhoeffer slide: Dietrich Bonhoeffer was a German pastor in the 1930’s
and 1940’s. He was a part of the Confessing Church movement which opposed Hitler and the
rise of the Nazi’s. He was executed near the end of WWII as a result of his resistance work.
Slide 40- Bonhoeffer quote slide: read out loud – the larger quote is in the packet
Slide 41- Bonhoeffer quote slide continued
Slide 42- Confronting the Wish-Dream slide: Bonhoeffer cautions the church against a “wishdream” of idealism, that is not set within the scope of a real-life church and community.
The questions and ideas and challenge we are talking about are not meant to be a
fantasy or ideal, but something that real people, real leaders, in real churches, can faithfully
take on and step into. Discuss the meaning of this quote.

Slide 43- The Way Forward Slide: introducing the idea of consistent leadership at all levels to
move a church in a new direction
Slide 44- What Leaders Do slide: this slide lists some of the tasks for a leader (whether Pastor,
Elder, Deacon, or other leader) who wishes to help the church engage with these issues.
• Set the context
• Convene the group
• Introduce the topic
• Stay positive and hopeful
• Model behavior, interest, openness, curiosity
What are the other things that can offer or contribute to this process? What do you bring?
Slide 45- Lessons So Far: Michael O. Emerson is a professor at Rice University and is a respected
researcher into congregations that seek to become more multiracial, or who want to learn or
grow in this area. Some of his key findings are listed in an excerpt that we have as a hand-out.
Let’s talk through each of these as we read through this hand-out together.
•

Intentionality

•

Diversity as part of a larger goal

•

Spirit of Inclusion

•

Empowered leadership (avoiding “tokenism”)

•

Adaptability

•

Undergirding of faith and prayer

Slide 46- Example of PCLG with Setting Values and Vision: Taking the cue from these findings,
I want to tell you about how one church, my church, PCLG took a small step in this direction.
Share story based on intentionality, setting diversity as part of larger goal, and empowered
leadership…
Discussion at the Session level about “who we are”, and how “increasingly multicultural”
is our growing edge and something that we value and intentionally want to work toward. This
led to directing the Nominating Committee to seek intentionally diverse leadership for the
Elders and Deacons. A way not to sideline diversity in our church, but to place it within the
larger framework of who we are and who we seek to become. “The church” is meant to be
multi-ethnic, all-embracing, and displaying the one-ness of Christ. Seeking out a more diverse
leadership and membership is part of this goal.

Tokenism is always a temptation that lurks at the edges of these conversations. To
simply put a person of color up in front. Or into a leadership role. But to have truly
“empowered leadership” means having people of color as part of decision-making processes,
part of the conversation, and over time, to shape the whole church as the leaders are shaped
themselves.
• Why did that matter? Part of our church’s emerging story, place where we are located,
public witness, living out of our values
• What did that lead to? More diverse Deacon board, Elders, staff, up front leadership
• New Members statistic: about 1 in 5 (or 20%) of our new members are non-white over
the past 6 years.
Slide 47- Austin Channing Brown picture slide: just her name and a brief introduction before
the quote to come.
Slide 48- Quote slide: “The white Church considers power its birthright rather than its curse.
And so, rather than seeking reconciliation, they stage moments of racial harmony that don’t
challenge the status quo. They organize worship services where the choirs of two racially
different churches sing together, where a pastor of a different race preaches a couple times a
year, where they celebrate MLK but don’t acknowledge current racial injustices.”
Austin Channing Brown, I’m Still Here, pp. 167-168
This quote asks again, what kind of models we are thinking about as we talk about race,
ethnicity and culture within the church. Here we see echoes of the “sister-church” model, but
also of the “integration model” or even the “nesting model”—because the issue of power is
always present. She writes that “power” is seen as a birthright, rather than a curse.
So, this whole workshop is designed for regular PCUSA pastors, leaders and members
who want to engage with these issues—and it is largely told from the perspective of a white,
male, educated, privileged Presbyterian pastor! So, we have to be careful as we move into this
journey, not to skip ahead to the end (with full reconciliation), or to believe that we are
pioneer/explorers, who are the first to come down this road. There are many who have come
this way before, and they are mostly people of color, who have had to deal with race, racism,
ethnic identity, power and the church long before most of us started thinking this was such an
important topic. It’s good to be on this journey, and it is important to be humble as we go.
Slide 49- Seven Principles for Building Multiracial Churches slide: Yancey-- Chapter 5 is entitled
“Seven General Principles for Building Multiracial Churches” (my summary)10
1) Inclusive worship “a worship style that includes the cultural elements of more than one
racial group. Inclusive worship means that the congregation does not limit itself to a
worship style that is identified with only one racial culture.” (p. 67)—this is a challenge
to predominantly white churches
10
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2) Diverse leadership “this leadership tended to reflect the racial diversity of the church
members… this diversity was generally not an accident since these churches tended to
be aware of the importance of diverse leadership.” (p. 67)
3) An Overarching Goal- becoming more multicultural isn’t the real, final goal. Need to
have some other big goals for the church that this fits toward (something that people
can share with friends or say/know why we’re doing all of this). Don’t make
multicultural a golden calf to be worshiped.
4) Intentionality—“Intentionality is the attitude that one is not going to just allow a
multiracial atmosphere to develop but is going to take deliberate steps to produce that
atmosphere.” (p. 68)
5) Personal Skills—interpersonal, soft skills, knowing oneself, own cultural background
6) Location—more multiracial churches “tend to be located in areas where they had access
to members of different races, rather than in the middle of lower-class segregated
minority neighborhoods or suburbs mostly populated by whites.” (p. 68-69)—this is a
good point, if the area around your church isn’t changing, and the place where you are
is really mono-cultural, then your church will probably reflect that. What I am writing
about and interested in, is the phenomenon of how the US is changing demographically,
including in suburbs and places that once would be been associated with a single, monoculture.
7) Adaptability—be ready to change! J
Slide 50- Table Talk with Handout slide: Use the handout from George Yancey to discuss his
“Seven Principles for Building Multiracial Churches”.
• As you read through it together, answer the questions and see what ideas and struggles
emerge.
Slide 51- Feedback slide: what did you hear and talk about in your table groups?
Slide 52- Action Steps slide:
• Learn: Spend some time investigating your own community: get a SARC report on the
school, look up demographic data, find out about the cultural history of your own
church and your own family.
• Walk: Take a walk in your neighborhood or a drive through town with eyes open toward
cultural differences. Who do you see? What kinds of shops or restaurants are present?
What do you notice?
Slide 53- Action Steps slide:
• Ask: Talk to a friend or acquaintance from a different racial/ethnic background. Ask
about their experience, listen with interest, ask follow up or clarifying questions. What
are you learning from them?
• Go: Where are places that you are in the cultural minority? Go find them, and
experience how that feels.

•

Pray: The work of leading the church into a more flourishing future needs to be
surrounded by deep faith and much prayer.

Slide 54- Practices Set in Community: These are just five ideas of what you can do immediately
to pursue your own growth and learning in this topic. A lot of what we need to know and grow
in as a church needs to happen with others. It can happen around hospitality at shared tables,
where barriers are broken down over a meal and conversation. There is a place for book clubs
and other learning, but it set within the larger program and life of the church. What are other
ideas you have for practices within your family, your church or the wider community?
Slide 55- Resources for Congregations and Leaders: Bibliography of book suggestions is
included in the packet
Some articles are included in the packet
A small group Bible study called “5 Opportunities to Deepen Cross-Racial Friendships”
(by Austin Channing Brown) is included in the packet as well.
Slide 56- Questions and Conversation
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